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Abstrat

In this dissertation, ongestion ontrol management mehanisms are investigated to

introdue a new diretion for aiding in solving network ongestion. Existing mehanisms

that diretly or indiretly help to eliminate the ongestion problem were being investi-

gated.

The well-known empirial model of TCP onnetion throughput model has been ex-

tended in this thesis to inlude the e�et of ompression of part of the tra� throughput.

The derived model an help to estimate the performane of ongested networks when

ompression is applied.

The proposed generi ECM framework an be applied to minimize the impat of

network ongestion by orhestrating di�erent existing ongestion management meha-

nism with the newly introdued ompressed MPLS mehanism. The ECM framework

presented in this researh o�ers an overall idea on how to help in improving ongested

networks throughput by reduing the impat of network ongestion. In other words, ECM

framework an indiretly help ongestion points or links of the entire network (Internet).

ECM framework an be re-engineered to ooperate with other possible mehanisms (i.e.,

network oding) for further redution of network ongestion.

The ECM/C model is presented in this researh whih o�ers an overall idea on how

to utilize ompression in the networking model to help in improving ongested networks

throughput for limited resoure devies.
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Chapter 1

Introdution

This hapter �rst brie�y introdues the ongestion problems in the ommuniation net-

works. The bakground of some of the existing ongestion ontrol tehniques are presented

here together with the researh motivation. The objetive and ontribution of this re-

searh are also provided, whih is followed by the dissertation outline.

1.1 Congestion Problems in Communiation Networks

A omputer network is olletion of autonomous omputers interonneted by a single

tehnology. Two omputers are said to be interonneted if they are able to exhange

information. The data in some ommuniation networks is transmitted in the form of

messages, whih ould be referred to as pakets during the transmission proess. These

pakets are sent aross the network based on the ommuniation protools, and reon-

struted at the destination [1℄.

The size and omplexity of ommuniation network an be lassi�ed into four main

types: small network, Loal Area Network (LAN), Metropolitan Area Network (MAN),

and Wide Area Network (WAN). Small networks ommonly onnet the sub-assemblies

or devies, while LAN onnets the distributed terminals and omputer equipment in

restrited areas, suh as University ampuses. MAN is a high speed network that is used

to interonnet LANs in a geographial region, suh as within a ity. Meanwhile, WAN is

multiple ommuniation onnetions for a large geographial area, for example, Internet

is onneted via a large global network of servie providers using the servers, modems,

routers and swithes.

Internet has had a big in�uene on human daily life for years. It is used at home for

personal usage entertainment, ommuniation, banking, shopping, and devies ontrol. It

is also used at work as professional tool. Fig. 1.1 illustrates the growth of Internet based

on the time-line from year 2004 to 2015 [2℄. One important time-stone is in 2010, when

mobile broadband onnetions exeeded �xed broadband onnetion. The time-line also

shows that the number of Internet users inreased from one billion in 2005 to almost three

billion by 2015.

The rapid growth of Internet users inreases tra� loads, at the same time, networks

are targeting full utilization to maintain revenue and servie priing. Consequently, the

problem of network ongestion is likely to our in ertain situations. Network onges-

tion is one of the unending problems that an our when apaity of an underlying

sub-network is insu�ient for the demanded amount of data. The growth of demand

1
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Figure 1.1: The milestone of Internet development

will eventually go beyond the Servie Provider's ability to e�iently ope with the huge

data tra�. As a result, the network might fae tremendous and unpreditable network

ongestion. When network ongestion ours, the quality of servie (QoS) and energy

e�ieny in the network will degrade. In other words, if tra� load ever goes beyond

the Internet's apaity, Internet will fae tremendous and unpreditable network onges-

tion. When a resoure (bu�er or bandwidth) is shared with multiple users who ontend

to aess that resoure beyond its availability, network ongestion may our. In other

word, the network ongestion an be de�ned as when the inoming tra� demand to some

sub-network (node or link) exeeds the apaity of that sub-network (bu�ers and output

apaity), ongestion may our.

Network ongestion ours due to various reasons. It an be generally ategorized

into preditable events and unpreditable events or alternatively into random ongestion

and reurrent ongestion. Preditable events generate additional Internet demand to

the already existing tra� load, like when users aessing global online debut of big

branded produts. Unexpeted life threatening events suh as �oods, tornadoes, and

earthquakes an inrease the network tra� erratially and/or suddenly remove vital

network resoures. This kind of unpreditable events an last for few hours, days or

weeks. Random ongestion an our when a number of users are sharing a sub-network

and all beome highly ative within a very short period of time. Random ongestion is

mainly due to bad design of network resoure that is over-utilized above the safe statistial

nature of tra�. Finally, reurrent ongestion ours due to the normal pattern of daily

ativities that reate an overall signi�ant tra� load in reurrent time. For instane,

higher usage on business hours for ommere and trading servers, similarly higher usage

of residential users in the evening to entertainment servie providers.

During ongestion, the quality of servie (QoS) in Internet will be degraded. When

a network is ongested, the delay time and paket loss inrease, and the throughput

dereases. The delay time might inrease due to pakets su�ering from long queuing till

timing-out. For example, if the worst ase for satellite network transmission is 160 ms

round-trip, when a voie all experienes 200 ms, the talk will be overlapping. Paket

loss in ongestion happens when a paket is dropped beause of long waiting time due to

unavailability of the next bu�er. Although the lost pakets would be retransmitted with

Transmission Control Protool (TCP), still, the overall network throughput dereases.
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1.2 Researh Bakground and Motivation

Network ongestion basially an be resolved by three possible methods: inreasing phys-

ial output bandwidth, inreasing physial size of loal bu�ering and implementing better

network �ow management. When physial output of a network is inreased, i.e., the

transmission rate is inreased, the problem of ongestion whih mainly aused by an ex-

tremely slow link would be solved. However, it is usually not that simple, when some links

are upgraded without su�ient studying and planning, worse ongestion an reappear in

some nearby link due to bad network resoures balaning.

When the apaity of bu�ering is insu�ient, inoming pakets whih wait too long

before being allowed to enter the bu�er might experienes times-out and get dropped.

If the bu�er size is enlarged, more pakets will be allowed to enter and stored, this an

mitigate the ongestion problem. However, larger bu�er size an introdue longer delay

again ausing timing-out and ongestion again.

Network ongestion is a dynami problem; the two manual methods mentioned are

not always useful and de�nitely not responsive enough. That leaves only the last method

whih has been atively pursued by researhers for nearly three deades, whih is the net-

work �ow management to handle ongestion. In short, the ongestion management. The

goal of any network �ow management is to ensure that the network is utilized as e�iently

as possible. In other word, the highest possible network throughput shall be ahieved while

trying to avoid over-utilization and its assoiated problems suh as ongestion.

Di�erent �ow management approahes has been introdued over the years to address

the problem of ongestion. Congestion ontrol handles the level of tra� entry to the

system. The initial model of ongestion ontrol is based on miroeonomi theory and

onvex optimization theory, where individuals ontrolling �ow rates an interat to obtain

an optimal network-wide rate alloation. Later many distributed network optimization

algorithms extended that initial model. However, the initial model has a weakness; it

assumes the entire �ow is ontrolled by the same parameter, and di�erent �ows will be

ontrolled by di�erent parameters.

Congestion avoidane suh as Random Early Detetion (RED) and fair queuing are

ommonly used. In RED mehanism, the average queue size is monitored and the pakets

are pre-dropped aording to statistial probabilities to save spae for other pakets and

expliit messages are sent to inform the sender to derease the transmission rate. RED is

simple to implement without global synhronization and an provide high link utilization.

However, the performane is highly sensitive to the ontrolling parameters; threshold,

drop probability and weight in RED algorithm and might ause bu�er over�ow or slow

responsiveness to ongestion. Fair queuing is a sheduling algorithm whih allows the

apaity of the link to be fairly shared by multiple onnetions; it an prevent high

speed data onnetion from swamping links of insu�ient apaity. Priority shemes,

is one of the network ongestion mending funtionalities whih allow some pakets to

be transmitted with higher priority than others. These shemes annot solve network

ongestion diretly. They only help to relieve ongested network through providing some

servies.

A wide range of network ongestion mehanisms have been introdued by researhers

around the world, some of urrent network ongestion mehanisms have inluded fuzzy

logi or neural network. Adaptive route hanging algorithms have been also presented

to alleviate ongestion by modifying the routes to steer tra� in the most e�etive way.
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The utilization of network oding in ongestion ontrol has also been studied. TCP Vegas

with online network oding (TCP VON) uses one of the examples of ongestion ontrol

mehanisms.

From the point of view of ongestion ontrol mehanisms, the term ongestion ontrol is

wider than just a way to get rid of ongestion, but rather to the way for better utilization of

the network resoures. The goal of researhers is still almost the same, whih is to improve

the e�ieny of network resoures usage while providing safety measures or margins to

avoid over-utilization.

Here, I emphasize again, ongestion ontrol atually refers to the way of e�etively

use the network resoures, not just ongestion management itself. Network tehnologies

have reahed blazing speeds, Ethernet tehnology advaned from IEEE802.3a 10 Mbps in

1985 to IEEE802.3ba 100 Gbps in 2010 [3℄. Also, wireless LAN tehnology inreased from

IEEE802.11a 54 Mbps in 1999 to IEEE802.11n 600 Mbps in 2009 [4℄. Still, the ongestion

sometime ours due to the unbalane load distribution.

Most of the existing ongestion ontrol mehanisms is about `how to eliminate on-

gestion', fousing on one or more senarios of speial ases. But ongestion is a dynami

problem whih might our due to di�erent network senarios and events. This motivates

us to propose an e�ient ongestion management framework, whih is about `how to

better utilize the available mehanisms' by adaptive seletion of the suitable ongestion

mehanism, trying to improve resoures utilization. The researh introdues a new ap-

proah for solving ongestion, ompression is studied to redue the e�etive size of data

and possibly to improve performane.

To implement ompression in the proposed ongestion management framework, the

following researh problems are arefully onsidered.

• Lengthy ompression time even for the fastest existing hardware ompression shemes.

• Highly sensitive ompression degree depending on the fragile existing orrelation in

any data based on bot spatial and temporal loality prinipals of information theory.

• Enormous temporally memory requirements for ompression and sometimes deom-

pression as well.

• The on�iting nature of the mentioned above three problems, meaning improving

one will de�nitely degrade the other two.

1.3 Researh Vision and Objetives

Congestion an our at any time and plae in the Internet. Fig. 1.2 shows the possibility

of ongestion in the Internet. Current ongestion management is usually implemented

as an integral part of �ow management whih ensures the network resoures are being

fully utilized all the time. However, there will never be a perfet �ow ontrol mehanism

that an make sure that the network resoure is fully utilized and at the same time

avoid ongestion ompletely. This an easily be realized from the researhes' ontinuous

development of new tra� ontrol mehanisms.

The vision of this researh is to propose an e�ient ongestion management frame-

work to minimize the impat of ongestion, without wasting muh network resoures. To

aomplish this vision, the researh objetives are summarized as follows:
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Figure 1.2: The ongestion problem in the Internet

• To review the existing network ongestion management, espeially the ATM and

TCP/IP networks.

• To derive an empirial model throughput of ongested network with ompression

apability.

• To design an e�ient ongestion management framework making use of the om-

pression.

• To propose an e�ient ongestion management with ompression for small devies.

1.4 Summary of Contribution

This researh investigates the e�ieny of ompression tehniques in networks from the

perspetive of throughput. The network ongestion management framework (ECM) is

proposed for network devies. Although the framework model is quite simple, the work

provides valuable insight ontribution to the existing researh on ongestion management.

The main ontributions of this researh an be summarized as follows:

• An empirial model for network throughput with ompression apability to study

the feasibility of ompression in networks.

• A generi ongestion management framework is proposed that an be applied to

minimize the impat of network ongestion by using the existing mehanisms ou-

pled with ompression on top of Multi-Protool Label Swithing-Tra� Engineering

(MPLS-TE).

• A simple ompression sheme with lightweight deompression for devies with lim-

ited resoures is proposed.

Both ECM framework and ECM/C model proposed show opportunities of using om-

pression in networking suh as in the Internet. Both models an o-exist and be applied

in di�erent parts of the network simultaneously, or with limited overlapping.
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1.5 Struture of the Dissertation

The dissertation is organized as follow:

Chapter 1 (this hapter) introdues the basi onept of ongestion and the onges-

tion problems in networks. The motivation and some researh bakgrounds are desribed.

Also a summary of the ontributions of this researh are presented.

Chapter 2 reviews some of the existing network ongestion management mehanisms

used in the Internet. First, the devies in general networks are distinguished, and then

tra� management methods are reviewed. Almost 34 of TCP variants are used to explain

in-depth end-to-end ongestion ontrol.

Chapter 3 reviews some of the ommon existing ompression shemes and provides

thorough lassi�ation. Example shemes are later explained and disussed to show the

suitable hanes of appliation. Finally, the generi ompression metris are presented

together with derivation of a relation between overall ompression degree and part-wise

ompressed data ompression degrees.

Chapter 4 formulates an empirial model for onnetion throughput of ompression

apable networks. This throughput model is the extension of an existing model with �nite

bu�er. The operating urves of the model are also shown.

Chapter 5 proposes an E�ient Congestion Management (ECM) framework for net-

working devies to minimize the impat of network ongestion when it oasionally ours.

The arhiteture of ECM mainly onsists of a ongestion lassi�er. The new ongestion

ontrol mehanisms introdued together with the ompression.

Chapter 6 introdues an ECM/C model together with Ditionary-based Lightweight

DeCompression (LDC) sheme that is proven to minimize the impat of ongestion in

small limited resoures devies. Those devies whih have small bandwidth and small

bu�ering apabilities are the main onerned here. The four stages of LDC; ditionary

building, enoding, ditionary loading and deompression are explained. Analysis of the

LDC sheme performane due to the a�eted parameters is also presented.

Chapter 7 summarizes the work in this dissertation and provides insight into the

future work.
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Chapter 2

Network Congestion Management

In this hapter, the bakground knowledge of network ongestion management is dis-

ussed. Some network arhitetures an su�er from ongestion while other designs man-

aged to avoid any possibility of ourrene. An example of eah network lass is presented

in this hapter. Some of the existing ongestion management tehniques are also intro-

dued while talking about the ongestion vulnerable lass of networks.

2.1 Introdution

Network ongestion an our when di�erent data streams �owing in from multiple links

to a router, require a single resoure. Sine ongestion an only happen in nodes with

multiple input links and at least one output resoure, it an happen in any devie exept

for end devies. For example, when ore Internet devies enounter more tra� than

they an handle. The single resoure whih is ompeted for here might be memory like a

router bu�er for tra�, or bandwidth of the output link. In both ases, data experiening

prolonged delays (bu�er waiting) would eventually timeout (be dropped). When reliable

data is required and the network is ongested, the more data being re-sent after dropping,

the more time need for suessful transfer. This would waste the already onsumed

energy, bandwidth and memory resoures whih that data already utilized until the point

of dropping. Not to mention the additional overall delay that data would aumulate

besides the retransmission delay.

Congestion an our mainly due to one of two reasons. First, when the amount of

data tra� admitted into the whole network doesn't exeed the whole network apaity

for data transfer. The seond is attributed to poor balane routing of data tra� aross

the network links. Known routing tehniques are still far from perfetion, thus frequently

fail to balane tra� among the links. Imperfet routing auses ongestion by over utilized

some parts of the network for some pro�t (�nanial, politial, energy ...), while other parts

are underutilized.

Fig. 2.1 illustrates an example of Internet ongestion. Internet is omprised of three

elements: end devie, edge devie, and ore devie. An end devie an be any mahine

with some appliation running. An edge devie (router) provides an entry point to the

lower level devies for the higher level devies. Core devies (extremely fast big routers)

form the ore Internet and interonnet it to lowest level edge devies (router). In Internet

links, data only �ows from one end devie to another end devie. Aording to what was

previously mentioned, ongestion in Internet would only our in edge or ore devies but
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Internet

End device Edge device Core device   Congested point

Figure 2.1: Example of network ongestion in Internet

not end devies.

Any network that might experienes ongestion will be operating in one of the three

main stages; normal tra� �ow stage and two ongestion stages. When ongestion is

deteted, the network will go through a ongestion mending stage, followed by the reov-

ery stage. Some networks will additionally go through ongestion avoidane stage after

optional ongestion predition. The naming of those stages has varied a lot throughout

the literature. Fig. 2.2 (a) shows the network ongestion state diagram of the operation

of ongestion vulnerable networks in the di�erent ongestion stages.

To handle the network operation during those stages, four di�erent basi funtions

must be provided by the tra� �ow management. Those four funtions are; normal �ow

ontrol, ongestion detetion, ongestion mending manoeuvre and ongestion reovery

�ow ontrol. The orrespondene between the stages and the funtions is lear from

the naming. Two additional optional funtions are provided in the networks apable of

running in optional avoidane stage. Those two funtions are ongestion predition and

avoidane �ow ontrol. Both ongestion management and its funtions have also been

referred to in the literature with di�erent names. The funtions responsible for ontrolling

the �ow during the four network ongestion stages are shown with solid boxes in Fig. 2.2

(b). Those funtions are basi normal �ow ontrol, ongestion mending manoeuvre and

ongestion reovery �ow ontrol, besides the optional avoidane �ow ontrol.

Both the ongestion detetion and ongestion predition funtions, whih is showed

with dotted boxes in Fig. 2.2 (b), are responsible for swithing the operation of the

network from normal �ow stage into either ongestion mending stage or ongestion avoid-

ane stage, respetively. Swithing between either stage is usually straight forward after

arrying out the ongestion mending manoeuvre or avoidane �ow ontrol, respetively.

During the avoidane stage, ongestion detetion an also swith the network operation

into the ongestion mending stage.

Many tehniques and standards have been introdued to resolve network ongestion

problems or avoid it. Some network standards were designed from the beginning to

avoid any possibility of ongestion ourrene, ATM and MPLS are among those network

standards. In the next subsetion, ATM as an example network that totally avoids any

ongestion is introdued. The following subsetion will introdue TCP network as an
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(b) Network ongestion ontrol funtions

Figure 2.2: Network ongestion mehanism

example of network arhitetures experiening ongestion and how it is managed. The

transmission ontrol protool (TCP) and Internet Protool (IP) are atually two di�erent

network protools. TCP and IP are normally implemented together. The terms TCP/IP

or TCP are going to be used interhangeably throw out this thesis and onsidered to be

equivalent referring to either the whole Internet or only the transport layer.

2.2 Congestion Free Networks

ATM is one of the tehnologies that are targeted to meet the Broadband Integrated Ser-

vies Digital Network (BISDN) requirements. The BISDN is an extension of Integrated

Servie Digital Network (ISDN). In ISDN, the end-to-end digital onnetivity for data

suh as audio, video, and data appliations are provided. While in BISND, a wide range

of appliations that require higher transmission rate are supported. The BISND that uses

ATM tehnique is also alled as ATM networks. Almost all other networks mainly tar-

geting voie onnetion servies are also ongestion free networks suh as Publi Swithed

Telephone Network (PSTN). Some data network as MPLS are also designed to provide

ongestion free tra�.

2.2.1 Asynhronous Transfer Mode (ATM)

Aording to the ATM referene model as shown in Fig. 2.3, it onsists of three main

layers, whih are physial layer, ATM layer, and ATM adaption layer [5, 6℄. The �gure

shows the ATM layers side by side with the orresponding OSI model layers. The physial

layer is onstruted by two sub-layers; physial medium (upper sub-layer) whih provides

bit transmission apability, and transmission onvergene (lower sub-layer) whih pro-

vides the funtions of transmission frame generation and extration, transmission frame

adaption, ell rate deoupling, ell delineation, and Head Error Control (HEC) signal

generation and on�rmation. The ATM layer is mainly responsible for the ells tra�

management and ongestion ontrol in the network. In ATM adaption layer, the seg-
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mentation is performed to split the higher layer information into a size of ells at the

end devies of sender and reassembles bak into data units at the end devie of reeiver

devies before being delivered to higher layer.
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Figure 2.3: ATM Referene Model (ourtesy of [7℄)

The information in the ATM network is transmitted in a short �xed length of 53 byte

ells. The 5 bytes are used for ATM header and the remaining 48 bytes are the payload of

enapsulation information. The ATM ell struture is shown in Fig. 2.4, where it onsists

of six header �elds, Generi Flow Control (GFC), Virtual Path Identi�er (VPI), Virtual

Channel Identi�er (VCI), Payload Type Identi�er (PTI), Cell Loss Priority (CLP), and

Header Error Control (HEC). The GFC �eld is used to ontrol the tra� �ow aross the

User Network Interfae (UNI). The VPI de�nes the virtual paths between sender and

reeiver for a partiular ell. The VCI is used to identify a hannel path for a partiular

ell. By ombining both information in the �eld of VPN and VCI, a virtual iruit for a

spei�ed ATM ell is identi�ed. In an idle ell, all the bits of VPI and VCI are set to 0's.

The PTI is responsible to identify the type of ATM ell that follows, to indiate whether

the ell experiened ongestion in its journey, and to determine the last ell in a blok for

ATM adaptive layer for user ATM ells. The CLP is used as priority indiator, and HEC

is used for error detetion.

Data Payload (48 bytes)

HEC (8 bits)

VCI (4 bits) PTI (3 bits) CPL (1 bit)

VCI (8 bits)

VPI (4 bits) VCI (4 bits)

VPI (4 bits)GFC (4 bits)

Figure 2.4: The ATM ell struture
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The ATM network provides several servies to the users, aording to the tra� type

and the transmission method. The ATM servie inludes Constant Bit Rate (CBR), real

time Variable Bit Rate (rt-VBR), non-real time Variable Bit Rate (nrt-VBR), Unspei�ed

Bit Rate (UBR), and Available Bit Rate (ABR) [5, 8�10℄. CBR provides the servie of

transmitting a onstant bit rate of information. This servie is mainly for the appliations

that need a �xed and ontinuous data during the onnetion lifetime and have a tight

upper bound of transfer delay, suh as Skype, YouTube, Live TV and so on. The rt-VBR

servie is for the real time appliations that have limited time delay and variable data rate

transmission. On the other hand, the nrt-VBR servie is for the appliations that onsist

of busty tra� harateristis and do not require tightly onstrained delay variation. The

UBR servie is for tolerate variable delays and ell losses aeptable appliations. During

ongestion, no feedbak mehanism is onerning, the ells are lost and their soure will

not redue the transmission rate to overome the ongestion. In ABR, some parameters in

the used appliations need to be spei�ed, for instanes Peak Cell Rate (PCR), Minimum

Cell Rate (MCR), Cell Loss Rate (CLR), and so on. An expliit feedbak message is used

in the ABR to inform the status of ongestion and/or the rate of to be transmitted data.

In ATM network, QoS is an important issue [8�10℄. When a onnetion is established

in ATM network, a ontrat about the given servies that is related to various QoS

parameters must be agreed by both user and the network. These parameters inlude

Peak Cell Rate (PCR), Minimum Cell Rate (MCR), Cell Loss Rate (CLR), Cell Transfer

Delay (CTD), Cell Delay Variation (CDV), and Cell Error Ratio (CER). The PCR is the

maximum rate of ell that sender plans to send. The MCR is the minimum rate that a user

an aept. CLR is the perentage of ells loss in the network. The ells are onsidered

lost even though they did reah the destination, if they were reeived with an invalid

header, or the ontent of ells has been orrupted by errors. The measured CTD an be

de�ned as the time elapse between the departure time of a ell from sender end devies

and arrival time at destination. The CTD inludes propagation delays, internal delays

(swithing, proessing, and internal transmission link), external queuing and transmission

delays. The CDV indiates the uniformity of ells deliver, and CER is the fration of ells

that is orrupted during delivery.

Until here, the basi struture of ATM network has brie�y explained. The following

setion will fous on the tra� management mehanism on ATM network.

2.2.1 Tra� Management in ATM network

The ATM network is designed to support variety of servies and appliations. The ontrol

of ATM mainly involves providing proper di�erentiated QoS for the network appliations.

As the tra� management of ATM, it is used to ensure the network and the end devies

are out from ongestion problems, so that high network performane is ahieved. The

tra� management is also used to promote the e�ient network resoures utilization.

It ensures the e�ient and fair operation in the networks, meanwhile ful�ls the demand

and QoS that users desired. In short, tra� management is a set of mehanisms that

ensures the network resoures are fully utilizes and meet the various QoS as part of

tra� ontrat. The tra� management mehanisms for ATM networks are depited

in Fig. 2.5, whih inlude onnetion admission ontrol, usage parameter ontrol, tra�

shaping, seletive ell disard, expliit forward ongestion indiation, and network resoure

management [8�10℄.
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Figure 2.5: Type of tra� management mehanism

The onnetion admission ontrol (CAD) is used to determine if the spei� servie

required by the user an be aepted or should be rejeted during the onnetion estab-

lishment. If a onnetion is aepted, the user and the network agree on a ertain tra�

pattern of that onnetion (tra� ontrat). As long as the user omplies with the tra�

ontrat, the network ontinues to deliver the ells in a timely fashion.

The Usage Parameter Control (UPC) is a mehanism that is used to monitor the

tra� and enfore the tra� ontrat. The aim of UPC is to protet the network resoure

from mishievous or unintentional misbehaviour that would adversely a�et the QoS of

other established onnetions, by deteting violations of assigned parameter and taking

appropriate ations suh as ell disard or ell tagging.

The tra� shaping is attained to modify the harateristi of a onnetion into a

desired pattern. The aim of this mehanism is to ahieve higher network e�ieny, at the

same time meet the QoS objetive. Aordingly, the tra� shaping an smooth out the

�ow of tra� and redue ell lumping. The network resoures an be fairly alloated and

the average delay is also redued in the tra� shaping mehanism. In other word, tra�

shaping redues ongestion. One of the approahes to tra� shaping is the leaky buket

onept. The priniple of leaky buket is very simple. A buket with a small hole in the

bottom, water an enters the buket at any rate; the out�ow is at a onstant rate if there

is water in the buket, else the out�ow is zero. Still, one the buket is full, water that

enters the buket is spilled over the sides. In this ase, water is onsidered lost beause it

does not appear in the output stream under the hole. The same idea is applied to ells

in the ATM network as shown in Fig. 2.6. Eah end devies is onneted to the network

by an interfae that ontains a leaky buket. The leaky buket is the bu�er whih has a

�nite queue. When a ell arrives, if there is available queue, the ell is appended to the

queue; otherwise, it is disarded. At every lok tik, one ell is transmitted.

The seletive ell disard operates only when some point in the network behaves beyond

the UPC funtion. The aim of this mehanism is to disard lower priority ells and protet

the performane of higher priority ells.

The expliit forward ongestion indiator is a mehanism that used a bit in the ell

header, alled EFCI. The EFCI bit is set to 1 when the ongestion ours in the network.

The aim of this indiator is to notify the ongestion status in the network, so that user

an initiate the use of ongestion ontrol mehanism.

The ATM stak layer an be split, so that the lower layers an be utilized as one
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Figure 2.6: The leaky buket onept in ATM network

of possible network interfae layers of the TCP arhiteture stak as shown in Fig. 2.3.

The ollaboration of both staks an be done in more than one on�guration to servie

di�erent goals. Aordingly, some of the setting does not manage to keep the ongestion

free property of the basi ATM stak. Those on�gurations would still have to delegate a

ongestion handling to the upper TCP/IP layers or introdue new mehanism to handle

the possible ongestion senarios. Next sub setion will start by introduing some of those

mehanisms.

2.3 Congestion Vulnerable Networks

Most onnetion oriented networks that do not provide strit enough resoure reservation

per onnetion would surely su�er from ongestion at some point of time. This sub setion

introdues an example of ollaboration between ongestion free networks and ongestion

vulnerable networks, followed by a pure ongestion vulnerable networks example. The

mehanism utilized by both network examples to handle ongestion is also presented in

this setion.

2.3.1 Congestion in TCP on top of ATM networks

The main onern of tra� management is to ensure the users get their desired QoS, as well

as the network resoures are fully utilized. This onern is very di�ult to ahieve during

the period of heavy load, espeially the demands annot be predited in advane. This is

the reason for ongestion ontrol shemes to take part in tra� management of network

with TCP on top of ATM. The ongestion ontrol sheme plays the role of ensuring the

onnetion has better throughput, low delay performane, and network resoures are fairly

alloated.

Various ongestion ontrol sheme have been proposed for TCP on top of ATM net-

works. Based on [11℄, the ongestion ontrol shemes an be lassi�ed into two main

ategories, open loop and lose loop as shown in Fig. 2.7. Open loop ongestion ontrol

sheme refers to the ontrol deision that does not depend on any feedbak information

in the network. The ontroller is ompletely aording to its own knowledge suh as

bandwidth apaity of the loal links and the available bu�ers in the system. The open

loop ongestion ontrol shemes usually onsist of the admission handling mehanism and

ontinuous ativation features to help in stabilizing the tra� arrival rate. These shemes

an be further lassi�ed into sender and reeiver ontrol. In the sender ontrol, the trans-

mission rate is ontrol by the sender, whereas in the reeiver ontrol, the network tra� is
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ontrol either at the reeiver or intermediate nodes along the path. The ongestion ontrol

shemes that are ategorized under sender ontrol are bit round fair queuing [12℄, shedule

based approah [13℄, VirtualClok [14℄, input bu�er limit [15℄, stop and go sheme [16℄.

Meanwhile, the ongestion ontrol shemes whih are ategorized under reeiver ontrol

suh as isarithmi method [17℄, paket disarding [18℄, and seletive paket disarding [19℄.

In general, the open loop ongestion ontrol sheme is not powerful enough to handle the

entire tra� pattern that might ause ongestion in the network.

Conges�on control schemes

Close loop control Open loop control

Explicit Feedback Implicit Feedback End devices 

(Sender) 

End Devices 

(Receiver) 

Responsive Persistent

Figure 2.7: Taxonomy of ongestion ontrol shemes

In the losed loop ongestion ontrol sheme, their ontrol deisions are based on

the feedbak information that might be from reeiver and immediate neighbours. With

this feedbak information, the network performane an be monitored. Two types of

feedbak information are used in the lose loop ongestion ontrol sheme, whih are

expliit feedbak and impliit feedbak. The expliit feedbak involves a feedbak that

is sent expliitly as separate message. It an be further lassi�ed into persistent and

responsive feedbak. The feedbak that is always available is alled persistent, whereas the

feedbak that is only generated under spei� ondition is named as responsive. Examples

of lose loop based expliit feedbak with persistent approah shemes are binary feedbak

sheme [20℄, seletive binary feedbak sheme [21℄, BBN sheme [22℄, adaptive admission

ontrol [23℄, Q-bit sheme [24℄, loss load urves [25℄, and hop by hop ontrol [26℄. For the

existing of lose loop based expliit feedbak with responsive approah shemes are hoke

paket [27℄, rate-based ontrol [28℄, dynami time window [29℄, and soure quenh [18℄.

A sheme is onsidered as impliit feedbak when there is no neessity to send feed-

bak expliitly, suh as time delays of aknowledgement. The existing ongestion ontrol

shemes that is ategorized under the losed loop based impliit feedbak are slow start

sheme [30℄, timeout-based sheme [31℄, Tri-S sheme [32℄, and warp ontrol [33℄.

2.3.2 TCP/IP network

TCP/IP provides end-to-end data transfer that requires segmentation, addressing and

routing among a lot more funtions. Those funtions are organized into the well-known

abstration layers of the TCP/IP arhiteture model as in Fig. 2.8, whih is similar to

the OSI ounterpart [34℄.

The appliation layer is a plae where the network appliations and their applia-

tions protool is loated. The appliation protool inludes Hypertext Transfer Protool

(HTTP), Simple Mail Transfer Protool (SMTP), Domain Name System (DNS), and so
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Figure 2.8: TCP/IP referene model

on. The appliation layer protool is distributed over multiple end devies. The applia-

tion is implemented by di�erent protools to exhange information in the form of messages

between end devies.

The transport layer transmits the messages from the appliation layer from one end

devie to another. The main two transport protools in the Internet are Transmission

Control Protool (TCP) and User Datagram Protool (UDP). TCP provides a reliable

onnetion-oriented servie to appliations. TCP also have to handle �ow ontrol inlud-

ing ongestion ontrol for the onnetion. On the other hand, UDP provides a onne-

tionless servie to appliations, thus �ow ontrol is inappliable. UDP does not readily

provide reliability or onnetion, still most appliations make used of UDP header �elds

to implement some kind of reliability or onnetion.

The network layer takes the responsibility of moving the information in the form of

datagrams from one host to another. The network layer in Internet is also known as the

IP layer. There is only one IP protool, and the entire Internet devies with network layer

must be able to run the IP protool beside other supplementary network layer protools

mainly for ontrol.

The network interfae layer is in harge of moving data from one node to the next node

in route as long as there is a diret point to point physial onnetion. To perform this

funtion, the link layer needs a spei� link layer protool that is used over the link. The

link layer protools ommonly used through the Internet inludes the Ethernet standard

family as well as wireless and mobile standards.

The physial layer is responsible for moving the bits within the frame from one node

to the next. The protool used in this layer depends on the atual transmission medium

suh as single-mode �bre opti, twisted pair opper wire, oaxial able and so on.

Among these layers, the existing ongestion ontrol tehniques are mainly loated in

the transport layer of TCP with some supporting tehniques in other layers. Some of the

ongestion ontrol tehniques depend on the ollaboration between more than one layer,

for example the ross-layer ontrol tehniques [35℄. Surely transport layer is always one

of the ollaborating layer to manage ongestion. It has been generally aepted that any

ongestion ontrol in both TCP and network layers an only solve a ongestion situation

after ourring by dereasing the transmission rate of the end devie sender. Still, by the

time the rate starts to derease, a number of pakets may have been dropped or have

been retransmitted without any real need.
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2.3.2.1 Types of Congestion Control Tehniques

This setion will fous only on the tehniques implemented in both transport and network

layers. Those tehniques are lassi�ed as end-to-end and hop-by-hop ongestion ontrol

tehniques, respetively shown in Fig. 2.9. End-to-end ongestion ontrol tehniques

are partiularly assoiated with transmission ontrol protool (TCP) [36℄. In end-to-

end ongestion ontrol, the sender (sometimes the reeiver) reeives an aknowledgement

from the reeiver or a network signal periodially. The sender ontinuously adjusts its

transmission rate based on the aknowledgements reeived. When aknowledgements

are over waited (timed out) the sender would assume ongestion and start transmission

rate redution with the retransmission. End-to-end ongestion ontrol will be thoroughly

disussed in sub-setion 2.3.2.1.2.

Hop-by-hop ongestion detetion initiates a signal of ongestion from the a�eted

intermediate nodes to travel towards the reeiver and then bak to the sender. If the

sender reeives this signal without the paket being dropped due to ongestion, then the

sender will start transmission rate redution. The hop-by-hop ongestion ontrol is used in

the network layer based on the intermediate node bu�er spae availability to avoid bu�er

over�ow [37�39℄. Hop-to-hop ongestion ontrol for the transport layer requires per-�ow

state information in intermediate nodes, whih limits its salability. Thus, hop-to-hop

ongestion ontrol almost restrited to helping end-to-end ongestion ontrol tehniques

by providing detetion or predition and suh funtions. The ongestion ontrol tehniques

that were presented in [35,38℄ have ombined hop-by-hop and end-to-end ontrol. Hop-by-

hop is also quite popular in wireless networks speially those having rudimentary transport

layers. Example of hop-by-hop ongestion ontrol tehniques are given in the next sub-

setion.

Hop-by-hop has been restrited in use to only omplement the end-to-end ongestion

ontrol to prevent ongestion. In some ases, it an help detet the ongestion earlier

and provide e�etive feedbak to the end devie to respond. Hop-by-hop ongestion

ontrol tehniques are not widely used beause of its additional memory, long proessing

time and higher omplexity. Aording to the onventional wisdom, the ore network

should be �exible and simple, thus most of the ongestion ontrol is implemented at the

end devie. However, the urrent advaned and powerful hardware tehnology allures

researhers to start onsidering more ompliated tasks in the intermediate the edge/ore

devie for limited size networks.

Internet

Hop-by-hop Hop-by-hop Hop-by-hop Hop-by-hop Hop-by-hop

End-to-end

Hop-by-hop: Internet Layer 

End-to-end  : Transport Layer

Figure 2.9: The hop-by-hop and end-to-end transport ontrol
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2.3.2.1.1 Hop-by-hop Congestion Control

Hop-by-hop network ontrol with Ative Queue Management (AQM) is one of the well-

known omplementary approah in helping the transport ongestion ontrol to avoid in-

termediate node bu�er over�ow. Fig. 2.10 shows the lassi�ation of AQM mehanisms.

Hop-by-hop ongestion ontrol is mostly implemented in the wireless networks. In wire-

less system, ongestion that happens in the transmission medium is referred to as link

level ongestion. If the ongestion ours in queue (bu�er), it is alled node level onges-

tion. To solve ongestion, both MAC layer funtions and transmission rate redution at

upper layers are utilized. Generally, �ow ontrol in wireless networks performs three basi

funtions: tra� ontrol, resoure ontrol and reliable data transport. Tra� ontrol is

basially an end-to-end ontrol funtion. Resoure ontrol attempts to utilize alternative

path to the sinks when the main path is ongested. Table 2.1 shows an example of the

ongestion ontrol tehniques in wireless sensor networks (WSN). The H-by-H and E-to-E

in the Table 2.1 refer to hop-by-bop and end-to-end respetively.

Figure 2.10: The lassi�ation of AQM mehanism (ourtesy of [40℄)
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Table 2.1: Example of ongestion ontrol mehanisms in WSN

Protool Tehnique H-by-H/

E-to-E

Desription

CODA [41℄ Tra�

Control

Both Two main tehniques: 1) open loop hop-by-hop

bakpressure: A node broadasts bakpressure

mehanism when ongestion deteted. The node

that reeives a bakpressure aknowledgement will

adjust its sending rate by AIMD approah. The

upstream node (towards the soure) reeives the

bakpressure aknowledgement will deide to

further propagate the bakpressure upstream

based on the loal network onditions.

2) losed loop multisoure regulation: Operates on

a slower time sale and ontrol the ongestion on

multiple soures from a single sink in an event of

persistent ongestion [42, 43℄.

SenTCP

[44℄

H-by-H A transport protool that uses open loop

hop-by-hop ongestion ontrol. It detets

ongestion using loal ongestion degree and uses

hop-by-hop for ontrol.

HTAP [45℄ Resoure

Control

H-by-H A protool that based on the reation of

alternative paths from the soure to sink. When

the andidate ongested reeiver sends a

bakpressure paket to the sender, the sender

stops the transmission of pakets to the andidate

ongested reeiver and searhes in its neighbour

table to �nd the least ongested reeiver in order

to ontinue the transmission of data.

ESRT [46℄ Reliable

Data

Transport

E-to-E A protool that based on two parameters: Event

reliability and reporting frequeny. Event

reliability is the number of data pakets reeived

at the deision interval at the sink. The

end-to-end data delivery servies are regulated by

adjusting the sensor report frequeny. If the

reporting frequeny is too low, the sink will not be

able to ollet enough information to detet the

events. If the reporting frequeny is too high, it

endangers the event transport reliability. ESRT

adjusts the reporting frequeny suh that the

observed event reliability is higher than the

desired value to avoid ongestion.
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2.3.2.1.2 End-to-End Congestion Control

The end-to-end transport is the lassial approah to the TCP ongestion ontrol teh-

niques. Fig. 2.11 shows the example of end-to-end ongestion ontrol transport. A

plethora of researh has been proposed in relation to the TCP ongestion ontrol teh-

niques, the �rst ongestion ontrol variant was introdued by Van Jaobson in 1988 whih

used the end-to-end mehanisms [47℄. In his design, there are four ongestion ontrol

stages: slow start, ongestion avoidane, fast retransmit, and fast reovery. Together

with these four stages, they form the basi TCP �ow and ongestion ontrol [47, 48℄.

Later, other TCP variants were designed to inrease the network throughput not just for

ongestion but also for other network onditions. These TCP variants inlude features

like early ongestion detetion, available bandwidth detetion, and loss type estimation.

With these features, a sender an detet ongestion state, bu�er utilization, loss events

and route ondition hanges to ensure the network resoures are fully utilized.

Sender Domain

End-to-end acknowledgement 

Receiver Domain

Figure 2.11: Example of end-to-end ongestion ontrol transport

Reent researh inludes TCP/Network Coding [49℄, history-based TCP throughput

predition [50℄, and neural networks model in TCP throughput estimation [51℄. Suh

researh investigates ommuniation networks, suh as �fth generation mobile networks,

mahine-to-mahine (M2M) networks, and Internet of Things (IoT) networks, network

oding, predition, mahine learning, neural networks, optimization theory and the others.

The vast development of TCP variants lead to many surveys that have been on-

duted by researhers. Those surveys lassi�ed the variants performane from 3 di�erent

perspetives; generally, in ertain network environments, and with spei� parameters.

The �rst perspetive, TCP general performane ompare between the di�erent TCP vari-

ants. Westwood, NewReno, and Vegas were surveyed by L. A. Grieo et al. [52℄. Similarly,

H. Jamal et al. [53℄ ompared a standard TCP Reno to various variants and also las-

si�ed the variants into loss-based, delay-based, and mixed loss-delay based. The seond

perspetive, many surveys studied how di�erent TCP variants perform in di�erent net-

work environments. A. A. Hanbali et al. [54℄ have disussed wireless issues and the major

fators involved in TCP ongestion ontrol over mobile ad ho networks (MANET). Sim-

ilarly, H. Balakrishnan et al. [55℄ ompared protool ategories of end-to-end, link-layer,

and split-onnetion of TCP ongestion ontrol over the wireless networks. K. S. Reddy

et al. [56℄ foused the ongestion ontrol in high-speed network, by onsidering TCP vari-

ants suh as BIC, CUBIC, FAST TCP, HSTCP, Layered TCP, STCP, and XCP. The last

perspetive, A. Afanasyev et al. [57℄ olleted and desribed a omprehensive set of TCP

variants and mehanisms that optimize various parameters in di�erent network environ-

ments. The survey also explained eah TCP variant, whih inludes its strengths and

weaknesses.
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In this sub setion, existing TCP variants are desribed aording to its ontrolling de-

vie entity and harateristis, followed by their assoiation. This an give a quik view of

the types of TCP variants and their relationship. Assoiation of the variants is important

here beause it allows the researhes to understand the evolution and the importane of

ongestion ontrol in urrent and future networks. In addition, TCP ongestion detetion

is disussed in terms of its evolutionary hain. The variants are also ompared aording

to the devie of detetion. Two parameters: dupliated aknowledgement (ACK) and

round trip time (RTT) are two of main fators e�eting the TCP variants mehanism.

Paket loss for dupliated ACK, and delay for RTT are used as indiator to detet the

ongestion in the network. Lastly, we onsider TCP ongestion avoidane (CA) tehniques

in terms of dependeny on ongestion window size (wnd). This allows us to know how

the TCP variants work in ontrolling the transmission rate to avoid ongestion.

2.3.2.1.2.1 TCP Variants List

The 34 most ommonly used TCP variants are listed here. Throughout the following sub

setion, the listed TCP variants are lassi�ed and ompared.

1. Tahoe [47℄:

Tahoe is one of the earliest end-to-end ongestion ontrol algorithms. It introdues

a slow start algorithm, a ongestion avoidane algorithm, and a fast retransmit

algorithm. The slow start algorithm and the ongestion avoidane algorithm allow

a TCP sender to detet available network resoures and adjust the transmission rate

aording to the deteted limits. Whereas the fast retransmit algorithm an detet

the losses in the networks and allows the sender to retransmit the lost data without

waiting for the orresponding retransmit time out event. Tahoe provides a great

onept in solving the ongestion ollapse problem, but it has been obsoleted due

to high-amplitude periodi phase.

2. Reno [58℄ :

Reno has improved the Tahoe by adding a fast reovery algorithm into the meh-

anism. The fast reovery algorithm is to halve the ongestion window and hold

it from inreases until the networks is reovered. Reno is the ongestion ontrol

standard for TCP due to its simpliity and harateristis. However, the paket loss

detetion an only performs at one a time.

3. Vegas [59℄:

Vegas is a proative approah that uses the round trip time (RTT) value to deter-

mine the networks ongestion status. If the RTT is inreased, the Vegas TCP will

assume the networks are ongested and redue the transmission rate; if the RTT is

smaller than the minimum RTT, the ongestion window will inrease to raise the

transmission rate.

4. SACK [60℄:

Although NewReno solved the problem of multiple paket losses in the fast reovery

stage of Reno, it does not solve the problem of prolonged the fast reovery stages. In

fast reovery stage, the sender only transmits a single paket upon error detetion.

Therefore, SACK (Seletive ACKnowledgement) has been presented to allow the

reeiver to inform the sender about the blok of data paket that is suessfully
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transmitted. As a result, the sender an easily determine lost paket blok and

retransmit them immediately. Unfortunately, SACK annot work well in multiple

paket loss problems.

5. TD-FR [61℄:

TD-FR is developed to mitigate the out-of-order paket delivery problem. The

auses of out-of-paket delivery problem are suh as erroneous of software or hard-

ware behaviour suh as malfuntions or mison�guration, enforement of diverse

pakets handling servies in a router, et. In TD-FR, a reeiver will holds the out-

of-order data pakets respond for few milliseonds depending on reordering pattern.

This delay is to prevent the sender from over-reat and to identify the atual losses.

However, if the delay is too long, the �fast� loss detetion mehanism will beome

slower than the standard loss detetion based on retransmission time out (RTO).

6. NewReno [62℄:

NewReno enhanes the Reno by improving its response when multiple paket losses

our in the single ongestion event. It on�rms the fast reovery stage only end

after all lost pakets are retransmitted. Conversely, a feedbak message is in the form

of umulative aknowledgement, whih onsists of limited available information.

7. DSACK [63℄:

DSACK provides information of eah reeipt of a dupliate paket to the sender.

There are two types of dupliation: a part of aknowledged ontinuous data stream,

and a part of isolated blok. For the aknowledgement ontinuous data stream, a

DSACK inludes a dupliate range of sequene numbers in the �rst blok of SACK

option. For the isolated blok, the reeiver attahes the isolated blok at the seond

position in SACK option. As a result, DSACK provides a way to report paket

dupliation. The drawbak of DSACK is the reeiver an send faulty information

ausing the sender to make a wrong deision to inrease or redue the ongestion

window size.

8. Westwood [64℄:

Westwood modi�es the NewReno ongestion ontrol algorithms to suit the wireless

environment that onsists of non-ongestion related losses. Westwood estimates the

available bandwidth through the ACK arrival rate and improve the fast reovery

stage by an optimal value of ongestion window. The weakness of Westwood is the

bandwidth estimation tehnique provides inaurate results in ertain network on-

ditions: overestimating network bandwidth during ongestion and underestimating

network bandwidth in the presene of random errors.

9. Veno [65℄:

Veno improves the throughput utilization of Reno algorithm by using the Vegas bot-

tlenek bu�er estimation tehnique for early detetion of ongestion status. How-

ever, Veno algorithms tend to stay longer in the ongestion avoidane state with

larger ongestion window value.

10. TCPW CRB [66℄ :

TCPW CRB (Westwood with Combined Rate and Bandwidth estimation) is to
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resolve the problem of high inaurate of bandwidth estimation in Westwood algo-

rithm at ertain network onditions. TCPW CRB has inluded the rate estimation

for long term bandwidth estimation in estimation algorithm to prevent the overes-

timation of a ongested network. However, TCPW CRB is unable to di�erentiate

whether the data paket losses are due to random error or bu�er overload.

11. Nie [67℄ :

Nie is proposed to minimize the interferene between high-priority and low-priority

�ows. Nie has onsidered all TCP �ows that arry high priority data and attempts

to use the network resoures if nobody else uses them. Nie de�nes a queuing delay

threshold to ompare with the arrival of eah non-dupliate ACK paket. Nie

ounts the number of times that the queuing delay exeeds the threshold values for

eah RTT period. The ounted value estimates the number of ACK pakets whih

have been delayed due to interferene between hanging tra� of high priority data

paket �ows and low priority data transfer. If the estimate delay exeeds a prede�ned

threshold, the ongestion window size will be redued to halve.

12. LP [68℄ :

LP is developed for a low priority data servie for bakground appliations. LP uses

the Timestamp option and heuristi approah in estimating the one-way propagation

delay to alulate queue delay for eah RTT period. LP provides early ongestion

detetion by employing a simple delay threshold based method. LP retains the

minimum and maximum of one-way delays during the onneted lifetime. The

urrent one-way delay estimate is ompared with a prede�ned threshold whih is

a fration of queuing delay plus a minimum of one-way delay. One the early

ongestion detetion event is triggered, LP redues the ongestion window (wnd)

size to half of the urrent value and start the inferene timer. If another early

ongestion detetion event is triggered within the timer elapse, LP is assumed the

presene of high-priority �ow and redued the ongestion window size to minimal

value. Otherwise, LP resumes the Reno type of ongestion avoidane algorithm.

13. TCP-Real [69℄ :

TCP-Real implements a reeiver oriented approah that an redue an unneessary

transmission gaps and designates reovery strategy responsive to the paket losses.

The multipliative derease in ongestion avoidane state auses the transmission

gaps to degrade goodput and experiene jitter in real time appliations. TCP-

Real introdues another parameter γ to determine the window adjustments during

ongestion avoidanes to balane the trade of additive inrease and multipliative

derease parameters. Moreover, TCP-Real reeiver uses a pattern alled �wave� to

observe the level of ontention and/or paket loss. This approah is to mitigate

the ongestion ontrol algorithms from over-reat to the paket losses that due to

short-lived �ows or wireless interferenes. This wave approah onsists of few �xed

size segments whih are sent bak-to-bak similar to the way TCP handles pakets.

The wave size is used to observe and estimate the gap of the missing paket. These

observations use an ad interim method to identify transient random error from

ongestion. The error is veri�ed at the next RTT by omparing the pereived rate

and the previous rate.
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14. DOOR [70℄ :

DOOR is developed to resolve the ongestion ontrol from overat to the route

hanges in wireless networks espeially mobile ad-ho network. During route hanges,

some data pakets are dropped, the ongestion ontrol algorithms will assume

the paket loss due to ongested network and redue the rate �ow instead of re-

transmitting the loss pakets. Therefore, DOOR has a feature of out-of-order de-

tetion and feedbak to sender for temporary disable the ongestion ontrol ations

during the route hanges. In addition, DOOR an revert to the original state of the

ongestion window and retransmission timeout values, if the ongestion ontrol has

reently redued the sending rate due to loss detetion. This ation is alled instant

reovery and able to alleviate the drawbaks that ause by previous deteted rerout-

ing event. However, the transmission rate in DOOR may beome inappropriately

after route hange and performs poorly in substantial persistent paket reordering.

15. TCPW BR [71℄ :

TCPW BR (Westwood with Bulk Repeat) adds a speial loss type detetion meh-

anism in Westwood algorithm. It uses the queuing delay estimation threshold and

rate gap threshold algorithms to inrease the estimation preision and redue the

number of false. Moreover, TCPW BR modi�es the retransmission timer bak o�

algorithm by restriting the maximum timer with a prede�ned onstant during non-

ongestion related losses. TCPW BR handles the multiple paket losses in the same

way as NewReno, therefore TCPW BR has the same drawbak of NewReno, where

the feedbak message is in the form of umulative ACKs.

16. STCP [72℄ :

STCP replaes the additive inrease and multipliative derease (AIMD) of on-

trolling methods to a multipliative inrease and multipliative derease (MIMD)

methods. During ongestion avoidane state, the ongestion window size inreases

by a fration of window size with eah RTT. During fast reovery state, the on-

gestion window size dereases by a di�erent fration β upon deteting a loss. The

drawbak of MIMD poliy is an STCP �ow beomes extremely unfair.

17. HS-TCP [73℄ :

HS-TCP is an alternative to STCP in solving the e�etiveness of data transfer

problem in high speed / long delay networks. The inrease oe�ient α in ongestion

avoidane and derease fators β in fast reovery are ated as a funtion of ongestion

window size to avoid the used of unrealisti low loss rate in high Bandwidth Delay

Produt (BDP) network. In addition, HS-TCP inluded a omplementary algorithm

that bounds the maximum inrease step for the slow start state. HS-TCP has a

fairness problem if the �ows onsist with di�erent RTTs.

18. FAST TCP [74℄ :

FAST uses a onstant-rate wnd equation based update. The new wnd size is

alulated by the equation, w = (w.RTTmin)/RTT + α; where w is the urrent

window size, RTT and RTTmin are urrent and minimum RTT, and α is protool

parameter. The seletion of α has e�et on the salability and stability of TCP.

This is still an open issue, even though the authors have onluded that α should

be a onstant value. The drawbaks of FAST are it depends highly on the minimal

RTT value and the ongestion window update rule is not friendly to standard TCP.
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19. TFRC [75℄ :

TFRC is developed for appliations that have a onstant paket size with varying

transmission rate in response to ongestion. TFRC sender and reeiver are ollabo-

rated in handling the ongestion ontrol mehanism. The reeiver measures the loss

event rate and feedbak this information to the sender, whereas the sender use this

feedbak messages to measure the RTT. Later, the loss event rate and RTT values

are fed into the TFRC's throughput equation to determine the aeptable transmit

rate in bytes per seond. The sender will adjust its transmitting rate aording to

the alulated rate. The data pakets lost is deteted when the arrival of at least

three pakets with a higher sequene number than the lost paket in the reeiver.

One the loss event is determined, the sender will redue the wnd size into halve

during any single RTT. Conversely, TFRC has a strit response to idle or data

limited periods.

20. BIC [76℄ :

BIC extends the NewReno algorithm by inluding a Rapid Convergene phase in its

mehanism. This phase implements the binary searh manner to optimize wnd size

through the paket loss detetion to indiate the wnd overshooting. Moreover, BIC

not only adopts the HS-TCP's limited slow start phase and also bound the inrease

in rapid onvergene if the searh range is more than some prede�ned value. In a

network with large multiplexing, the RTT fairness and inter-fairness values in BIC

is low.

21. Hybla [77℄ :

Hybla is proposed to resolve the RTT-unfairness problem in high speed/long delay

networks. Hybla modi�es the NewReno's slow start and ongestion avoidane phases

to partially independent with RTT. The wnd size is de�ned as w = w + 2ρ − 1
(slow start), and w = w + ρ2/w (ongestion avoidane), where the saling fator

ρ is alulated through the equation ρ = RTT/RTTref . Furthermore, Hybla also

inludes the tehniques of data paing and initial slow start threshold estimation

using paket pair algorithm. The data paing tehnique is to smooth the burst-

nature of TCP transmissions, and paket pair algorithm is to estimate the network

path apaity. However, if the initial RTT is determined wrongly in Hybla, it ould

risk the fairness of apaity sharing and perform poorly in high speed networks with

relatively small delay.

22. Vegas A [78℄ :

The Vegas A is the extended of Vegas with adaptive mehanism. The threshold

oe�ients from Vegas algorithm are adjusted aording to the atual transmission

rate. In addition, Vegas A improve the re-routing and fairness features of Vegas

algorithm. The drawbak of Vegas is it annot identify that long RTT is experi-

ened by the ongestion or the route had hanged. Whereas, Vegas A ahieves low

throughput performane ompared to NewReno.

23. Casablana [79℄ :

Casablana implements the di�erentiated servie (Di�serv) tehnique into NewReno

to distinguish ongestion losses from wireless losses and reat to the losses problems

appropriately. The reeiver in Casablana TCP performs the disriminator fun-
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tion to identify the ongestion state: �likely ongestion�, �ongestion�, or �orrup-

tion�. The initial state after a onnetion establish is �likely ongestion�. If a loss

is deteted at the reeiver, the urrent state beomes �ongestion� if the funtion

of disrimination is less than one; otherwise the urrent state beomes �orruption�

whih representing as wireless error loses. If the urrent state is �orruption�, the

reeiver will transmit an Expliit Loss Noti�ation on the dupliation aknowledge-

ment to inform the sender. However, Casablane requires the related routers to

have a di�erential paket dropping poliy.

24. NewVegas [80℄ :

New Vegas enhanes the Vegas algorithm by de�ning a new phase alled Rapid

Window Convergene. When the estimated network bu�ering exeeds the threshold

in the slow start phase, the rapid window onvergene phase allows the exponential-

like resoure probing to ontinue with redued intensity. In addition, New Vegas

implements the paket paing tehniques to set up a minimal delay between trans-

missions of any two onseutive pakets to resolve the problem of tra� initialization

bursts. The data pakets in New Vegas also transmit in pair to solve the problem

of estimate bias. The disadvantage of New Vegas is the rapid window onvergene

phase only improves the early termination of slow start.

25. Afria [81℄:

Afria ombines the aggressiveness of HS-TCP when the network is not ongested

and the onservative harateristi of NewReno when the network is ongested.

Afria also implements the Vegas algorithm in determining the ongestion status

by omparing the estimate of network bu�ering to a prede�ned onstant. If the

estimate of network bu�ering is less than the prede�ned onstant, Afria move

to fast mode and applies HS-TCP rules of ongestion avoidane and fast reovery

phase. Otherwise, Afria move to slow mode and applies Reno rules.

26. CTCP [82℄ :

CTCP uses a delay based sheme to estimate the network ongestion status to

assoiate Reno ongestion ontrol with a ongestion ontrol that is salable in high

BDP networks. CTCP introdues a salable omponent wfast in the ongestion

window size alulation (w = wreno + wfast). If the estimated value is less than

the prede�ned onstant, the omponent wfast is updated aording to the modi�ed

HS-TCP rules. If the Vegas estimate value exeeds the prede�ned onstant, the

omponent wfast will gradually be redued by a value proportional to the estimate

itself. This redution is to smoothen the transition between HS-TCP and Reno. The

drawbak of CTCP is that it is very sensitive to orretness of RTT measurements.

For instane, if there is a �ow that has higher RTT among the same network with

di�erent minimal RTT ompeting to eah other, CTCP will reat more aggressively

and unfair to the other �ow.

27. MCP [83℄ :

MCP uses the same ongestion ontrol mehanism as TCP, suh as slow start,

ongestion avoidane, fast retransmit, and fast reovery. However, MCP loation

ontrol is based on mobile host for all ase. The mobile host an be a sender or

reeiver. MCP limits the transmission rate by sending (sender entri) or requesting
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(reeiver-entri) within the bu�er apaity of both the sender and the reeiver.

Unlike TCP, MCP does not treat every paket as network ongestion. MCP uses

a ross-layer sheme to distinguish the type of losses and respond aording to the

losses. If the pakets lost is due to ongested network, the sender will derease the

transmission rate and retransmit the lost pakets. If the pakets lost is due to the

non-ongestion related losses, the sender will retransmit the lost pakets without

dereasing the transmission rate. The disadvantage of MCP is it performs poorly

in the multi-hop networks.

28. Illinois [84℄ :

Illinois is proposed to resolve the performane degradation of delay based algorithms

when the RTT measurements are noisy. Illinois de�nes the ongestion window, w
inrease steps, α in ongestion avoidane and derease ratio, β in fast reovery with

the queuing delay funtions. The inreased oe�ient, α is inversely proportional

to the queuing delay, whereas the dereased oe�ient β is diretly proportional to

the queuing delay. The α and β oe�ients are updated one for every RTT. In

order to redue the e�ets of queuing delay measurement noise, the α oe�ient

an be set to maximum when the numerous onseutive queuing delay values is less

than the default value of �rst threshold.

29. Fusion [85℄:

Fusion ombines the onepts of Westwood's ahievable rate, DUAL's queuing delay

and Vegas' network bu�ering estimations. Fusion de�nes three separate linear fun-

tions whih are swithable depending on the absolute queuing delay threshold. If

the present queuing delay is less than the prede�ned threshold value, the ongestion

window is inreased at a fast rate at eah RTT through the Westwood's ahievable

rate estimate. If the queuing delay is three times more than the prede�ned thresh-

old value, the ongestion window is reduing to the lower bound. If the queuing

delay is relying between the prede�ned threshold value and three times of prede�ned

threshold value, the ongestion window will remain the same.

30. CUBIC [86℄ :

CUBIC enhanes the BIC algorithm with RTT-independene ongestion growth

funtions to preserves RTT-fairness and inter-fairness properties of BIC's limited

slow start and rapid onvergene phase. The funtion is fast growth when the

urrent window is far from the estimated target window, and beome onservative

when the urrent window is lose to the estimated target window. CUBIC is the

seond most used ongestion ontrol for TCP due to the good performane and

fairness properties. However, CUBIC su�ers from slow onvergene ausing the

poor network responsiveness.

31. Libra [87℄ :

Libra is one of the TCP variants to resolve the salability issues in high speed/long

delay networks. Libra modi�es the NewReno's inrease steps of ongestion window

in ongestion avoidane phase to a funtion of the RTT and bottlenek link apaity.

The paket pair tehnique is used in Libra to estimate the apaity of bottlenek

link. However, Libra is too reliane on queuing delays estimation suh as minimum

RTT, maximum RTT, and RTT measurement onsisteny. If the estimation biases

our, the TCP performane will beome worse.
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32. TCP-FIT [88℄ :

TCP-FIT is used for the heterogeneous networks that ontain high speed/long delay

links and wireless links. It implies the parallel TCP onnetions without modifying

any layers in the protool stak and/or appliations software. The AIMD mehanism

is used to adjust the ongestion ontrol window.

33. ICTCP [89℄ :

ICTCP performs inast ongestion avoidane at reeiver. The reeiver an adjust

the reeived window size of TCP onnetions to ontrol the bursts from all the

synhronized senders. TCP reeiver window is �ne tuned aording to the ratio of

ahieved and expeted onnetion throughput over the expeted throughput, and

the hop of available bandwidth before the reeiver.

34. FWestwood [90℄ :

FWestwood inludes the fuzzy ontroller in the Westwood ongestion ontrol al-

gorithm to improve the performane of wired networks with high error rate. The

number of timeout events, the number of triple dupliate aknowledgement, the

time di�erene between the last two timeout events, and round trip time are used

as the parameters to determine the ongestion status.

2.3.2.1.2.2 TCP Variants Classi�ations

Here, TCP variants is disussed aording to three di�erent perspetives: devie entity,

harateristi and assoiation.

2.3.2.1.2.2.1 Devie Entity

TCP variants an be lassi�ed into four types aording to the ontrolling devie entity,

i.e., sender, reeiver, sender or reeiver, and sender and reeiver. The lassi�ation of the

studied TCP variants among the four types is shown in the Table 2.2 and the top part of

the Table 2.3.

Sender ategory is sometimes referred to as sender-entri protool (SCP). In SCP, the

sender performs essential tasks suh as reliable data transfer; whereas the reeiver only

needs to transmit feedbak pakets in the form of aknowledgement to the sender [91℄.

The data transfer between the sender and the reeiver in SCP is also referred as data-

aknowledgement message exhange. Upon reeiving this feedbak information, the sender

tunes the Congestion Window (wnd) based on a window based mehanism to ensure the

number of transmission bytes does not exeed the network apaity.

The idea of having the ongestion and �ow ontrolled at the reeiver side was intro-

dued in 1997 [91�93℄. This is also alled reeiver-entri ontrol protool (RCP). RCP

uses the same window based mehanism similar to the SCP, but the data aknowledge-

ment message exhange is no longer appliable. However, the RCP uses the request-data

message exhanges for data transfer, in whih a reeiver sends an expliit request paket

to the sender for requesting the data pakets to be sent. Through this way, the sender

only an transmit its data pakets aording to the transmission rate that is requested by

the reeiver. The reeiver uses the inoming data paket as an aknowledgement to its

previous request for data. Aording to [94℄, the TCP performane an be signi�antly

improved by using the RCP approah.
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Table 2.2: A omparison of TCP variants in the aspet of the devie entity

TCP Variant Initiator(s) Year of Devie of Improvement Nomenlature

Proposal Control Aspet

Tahoe [47℄ Van Jaobson 1988 S LL

Reno [58℄ Van Jaobson 1990 S LL

Vegas [59℄ Lawrene Brakmo, et

al.

1995 S LL

SACK [60℄ Matt Mathis, et al. 1996 S LL Seletive ACKnowledge-

ment

TD-FR [61℄ Vern Paxson 1997 R PR Time Delayed Fast Reov-

ery

NewReno [62℄ Sally Floyd, et al. 1999 S LL

DSACK [63℄ Sally Floyd, et al. 2000 R LL Dupliate SACK

Westwood [64℄ Saverio Masolo, et al. 2001 S LL

Veno [65℄ Fu Cheng Peng, et al. 2002 S LL VEgas and reNO

TCPW CRB [66℄ Ren Wang, et al. 2002 S LL Westwood with Combined

Rate and Bandwidth esti-

mation

Nie [67℄ Arun

Venkatarammani, et

al.

2002 S LP

LP [68℄ Aleksandar

Kuzmanovi, et al.

2002 S LP Low Priority

TCP-Real [69℄ Vassilis Tsaoussidis, et

al.

2002 R LL

DOOR [70℄ Feng Wang, et al. 2002 S and R PR Detetion of Out-of-order

and Response

TCPW BR [71℄ Guang Yang, et al. 2003 S LL Westwood with Bulk Re-

peat

STCP [72℄ Tom Kelly 2003 S LD Salable TCP

HS-TCP [73℄ Sally Floyd 2003 S LD High-Speed TCP

FAST TCP [74℄ Cheng Jin, et al. 2003 S LD

TFRC [75℄ Mark Handley, et al. 2003 S and R PR TCP Friendly Rate Control

BIC [76℄ Lisong Xu, et al. 2004 S LD Binary Inrease Congestion

ontrol

Hybla [77℄ Carlo Caini, et al. 2004 S LD

Vegas A [78℄ Srijith Krishnan Nair,

et al.

2005 S LL Vegas with Adaptation

Casablana [79℄ Saad Biaz, et al. 2005 S LL

NewVegas [80℄ Joel Sing, et al. 2005 S LD

Afria [81℄ Ryan King, et al. 2005 S LD Adaptive and Fair Rapid

Inrease Congestion Avoid-

ane

CTCP [82℄ Kun Tan, et al. 2005 S LD Compound TCP

MCP [83℄ Liang Zhang, et al. 2005 S or R LL Mobile-host Control Proto-

ol

Illinois [84℄ Shao Liu, et al. 2006 S LD

Fusion [85℄ Kazumi Kaneko, et al. 2007 S LD

CUBIC [86℄ Injong Rhee, et al. 2008 S LD

Libra [87℄ Gustavo Mar�a, et al. 2010 S LD

TCP-FIT [88℄ J. Wang, et al. 2011 S LL, LD

ICTCP [89℄ H. Wu, et al. 2013 R LD Inast Congestion ontrol

for TCP

FWestwood [90℄ Z. Alissa, et al. 2014 S LL Fuzzy Westwood

Unlike the SCP and the RCP, Y. Shu et al. [83℄ have proposed an alternative approah,

alled a mobile-host-entri transport protool (MCP). In the MCP, the devie of ontrol

an funtion either as the SCP or the RCP at the spei� period of time. If the mobile

station is the sender, then the data-aknowledgement message exhange is adopted. When

the mobile station is the reeiver, the request-data message exhange is applied. In par-

tiular, when the mobile station is the reeiver, a �ag m_�ag of synhronization paket

is set to one to notify other senders to use the reeiver-entri ontrol. Otherwise, when

the mobile station is the sender, it sets the m_�ag to be 0 and then the sender-entri
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ontrol is adopted.

Another type of ontrolling devie entity is known as hybrid entri protool (HCP),

whih was introdued by K. Shi et al. [95℄. TCP �ow is o-ordinately ontrolled by both

the sender and the reeiver at the same time. For example, the reeiver partiipates

in �ow and the ongestion ontrol by omputing the wnd. Then, the sender uses the

reeiver's information to adjust the size of wnd. HCP an redue the waiting time of the

sender to alleviate the impat of timeout problem of MCP [95℄.

Table 2.2 shows the omparison of TCP variants aording to devie entity and lists the

initiator(s), year of proposal, devie of ontrol, improvement aspet, and nomenlature

of eah TCP variant. `S' and `R' are used to denote a sender and a reeiver devie

entity, respetively. As it an be seen from Table 2.2, a majority of the TCP variants

is SCP. From the viewpoint of improvement aspet, most of the SCP approahes fous

on the low priority (LP), the long delay (LD), and lossy link (LL). In LP, SCP divides

the tra� into high and low priorities and SCP enables the sender to ensure enough

resoures alloated for low priority tra�. In another ase, SCP uses the number of

reeived windows to monitor the delay performane of LD networks. Similarly, SCP

uses a threshold at the transport layer to trigger the paket loss rate in LL networks.

However, MCP uses feedbak information at the data link layer to re�et the data paket

loss. Another improvement aspet is the paket reordering (PR). Both RCP and HCP

allow the non-zero probability of paket reordering, and respond the out-of-order events

by inreasing the �ow rate [57℄.

2.3.2.1.2.2.2 Charateristi

To elaborate the harateristis of TCP variants in sub setion, three parts, feature,

omplexity degree, and network domain are used. The lassi�ation of TCP variants

based on their harateristis is showed in Table 2.3.

Feature: Exept the Tahoe, all of the TCP variants operate in four fundamental

stages. Originally Tahoe had tehniques for only 3 of those stages. V. Jaobson re�ned the

Tahoe by adding the fast reovery stage and alled the new TCP variant as Reno in 1990

[47℄. New Reno is the enhanement of Reno. Reno is unable to ontrol network ongestion

e�iently beause it fouses on deteting single paket loss and an't detet multiple

paket loss. Variants that annot handle multiple paket loss inlude Tahoe, Reno, and

Vegas. This is due to the fat that those variants avoid ongestion by using the feedbak

information (ACKs), whih is referred to as primary feedbak. To mitigate this problem,

New Reno and the following variants inlude a new feature, alled multiple losses handling

to detet loss of more than one paket at a time. This feature uses partial feedbak

information or extended feedbak information. The estimation/predition feature is added

to some TCP variants to predit ongestion status. The estimation parameters inlude

bandwidth, transmission rate, and queue delay. Table 2.3 shows in the seond part, that

most of the TCP variants studied inlude both features; multiple losses handling and

estimation/predition.

Complexity Degree: Complexity degree is de�ned in this paper as a di�ulty in

terms of implementation omplexity of the TCP variant. High omplexity referred to TCP

variants using tehniques for the ore four stages plus both the estimation and multiple

loss detetion features. While medium omplexity lak the estimator feature. The low

omplexity is restrited to variants with tehniques for only the ore stages. As shown in
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Table 2.3: The harateristis of TCP variants and distribution among the di�erent types

of devie entity
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Centric Control Protocol

SCP

RCP

MCP

HCP

Feature

Slow start

Congestion avoidance

Fast retransmit

Fast recovery

ACK Feedback 

Multiple loss handling

Estimation technique

Complexity Degree

Low

Medium

High

Network Domain

Wired

Wireless

High-speed/ long delay

Low priority data transfer

denotes as selected column

Table 2.3, the TCP variants that have high omplexity are more than half.

Network Domain: TCP variants are distributed into four overlapping network do-

mains, namely wired network, wireless network, high-speed/long delay network, and low

priority of data transfer network. TCP is originally designed for wired network whereby

the network ongestion only ours due to the paket loss. Therefore, TCP for wired

network annot reat adequately to the paket loss of wireless networks. This is beause

paket loss in wireless networks is mainly due to the lossy nature of radio links. Several

solutions have been proposed to resolve this problem, suh as network status veri�a-

tion by expliit ongestion noti�ation from the ongested intermediate wireless terminal.

Other solution uses intermediate wireless terminal to distinguish the ause of the paket

loss whether wireless or wired environments.

In addition, standard TCP variants may not be very e�ient in high-speed/long-delay

networks. In this kind of network, the data pakets are transmitted but not yet reeived

at the reeiving side due to the long distane end-to-end transmission. Those delayed

data pakets ould be mistaken as paket loss [86℄. This problem is also referred to as a

bandwidth-delay produt (BDP).

A low priority data transfer network is the network whih onsists of high and low

priorities data �ows. Both TCP-Nie and TCP-LP are designed to provide a guarantee

of transmission rate for the low priority data �ows even in the presene of high priority

data �ows.

In Table 2.3, the TCP variants with high omplexity degree are often belonging to

both wireless networks domain and high-speed/long-delay network.
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2.3.2.1.2.3 TCP Variants Assoiation

The assoiation of TCP variants is depited in Fig. 2.12. Tahoe was the �rst intro-

dued TCP variant. The ore Tahoe ongestion avoidane tehnique redues wnd to

1 when in the ongestion avoidane stage (paket loss is deteted). This an lead to

signi�ant throughput degradation espeially if no ongestion ourred. Fast reovery

(FR) tehnique was introdued in Reno to halve the wnd and hold the new value un-

til no dupliated aknowledgements are reeived within a spei� period of time. Reno

evolved into �ve di�erent TCP variants that are spei�ally targeted for wired and wire-

less environments. The �rst two, NewReno and SACK solve multiple losses in the wired

environment by introduing the partial ACK and seletive ACK respetively. The third,

TCP-Real implements ontention detetion and ongestion avoidane in wireless environ-

ment. The fourth, Vegas uses the queue length utilization to determine the ongestion

status and reats pro-atively. Vegas predits ongestion status before an atual on-

gestion using estimation method, then uses paket delay to update wnd. The last one,

TCP-FIT performs graefully in high speed/long delay wireless networks by parallel TCP

tehniques.
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Figure 2.12: The assoiation of TCP variants

A few TCP variants are extended from the Vegas. For example, New Vegas inluded

rapid window onvergene algorithm to redue the onvergene time and inrease utiliza-

tion in high-speed/long-delay network. FAST TCP is a salable TCP variant of Vegas,

it de�nes a periodi �xed rate wnd and a delay-based ongestion estimation. Vegas

A proposed an additional adaptive bu�er mehanism to solve the problem of improper

derement of �ow rate to nearly zero under ertain onditions in Vegas. The threshold o-

e�ient in Vegas A is adaptively tuned aording to the atual transmission rate, with the

wnd management mehanism. The variant Nie, targets priority data transfer networks.
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The proative method allows Nie to utilize more network resoures for low priority data

�ows when high priority data �ows are not using. ICTCP was designed to handle the

problem of inast ongestion by adjusting the TCP reeiver window before paket loss

happens.

One of the Reno family members, NewReno was extended into a large number of new

TCP variants for all kinds of the network environment. HS-TCP, Hybla, Libra, STCP,

Illinois, Fusion, CTCP, Afria, BIC, and CUBIC are the enhaned NewReno version for

the high-speed/long-delay networks. The enhanement features inlude the Additive In-

rease and Multipliative Derease (AIMD) of wnd and queuing delay, semi-independent

of RTT, paket pair tehnique, MIMD ongestion avoidane poliy, binary wnd searh,

and so on.

Besides adaptations of the NewReno for high-speed/long-delay networks, NewReno

also was expanded for the wireless networks. For instane Westwood, Casablana, DOOR,

and TD-FR all extended NewReno for wireless networks. In the Westwood, a bandwidth

estimation mehanism is added to speed up the fast reovery stage. This bandwidth

estimation mehanism has an inherent onept from Vegas. Both use round trip time

(RTT) and the amount of transmitted data pakets to alulate the data transfer rate.

wnd and slow start threshold, sssthresh in the Westwood are set near to the estimated

data transfer rate when the paket loss is deteted. Furthermore, three TCP variants,

TCPW BR, TCPW CRB and FWestwood are evolved from Westwood. The TCPW

BR and TCPW CRB add the features of predominant paket loss identi�ation and

loss based estimation to Westwood's, respetively. FWestwood uses fuzzy ontroller to

enhane performane in wired network with high error rate.

Casablana adds the feature of di�erentiated servie (Di�serv) to enable a sender

to identify aurately and reat properly to paket loss due to medium ontention and

interferene. DOOR inludes out of order detetion and instant reovery. TD-FR uses

the time delayed fast reovery mehanism to perform paket reordering.

A number of TCP variants were developed by merging the onepts and ideas from

di�erent TCP variants together. For instane, the CTCP uses network status estimation

like Vegas and slow and salable wnd alulation like HS-TCP. Afria uses network

status estimation of the Vegas and swithing fast and slow mode of the HS-TCP. Fusion is

integrating Vegas, NewReno, and Westwood. In Fusion, the features of the network bu�er

estimation for monitoring network status from Vegas and ahievable rate from Westwood

are merged. Fusion also maintains the NewReno ongestion stage ontrol mehanism.

Other TCP variants like the DSACK, whih is the extension from SACK for wireless

problem of misinterpreted out of order delivery. Two TCP variants do not ome from the

root TCP variants, those are MCP and TFRC. MCP uses the ross-layer sheme, whereas

TFRC uses di�erent mehanism to ontrol stage by �xing the transmitted number of

pakets. TFRC triggers the data sending rate in terms of the paket per seond in

response to the network ongestion status.

Fig. 2.12 shows that nearly 74% of the 34 TCP variants is the SCP, and only one

TCP variant is the MCP. Furthermore, about 37% of the 34 TCP variants is for the high-

speed/long-delay environment, about 25% is for the wireless environment, and the rest

of perentage is for wired and low priority data transfer environments. In the assoiation

of TCP variants, most of the TCP variants of the high-speed/long-delay environment is

evolved from the TCP variants of the wired environment.
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2.3.2.1.2.4 TCP Variants Congestion Detetion
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Figure 2.13: An evolutionary hain of TCP variants that shows the detetion sope of the

ongestion ontrol mehanism

The ongestion detetion tehnique plays an important role in the TCP variants. In

this sub setion, the sope of ongestion detetion of TCP variants is lassi�ed into two

fundamental ategories, namely loss based (L) and delay based (D). Fig. 2.13 shows

the evolutionary hain of the ongestion detetion in the TCP variants. Loss based is

the earliest reative method used to detet network ongestion status. Loss based was

built to amend reliable end-to-end transmission at the transport protool to deal with

ongestion. In the normal operation of the TCP protool, the reeiver transmits an ACK

message to the sender upon suessfully reeiving the data paket. When the sender that

reeives three dupliate of ACK messages onseutively from the reeiver, this indiates

that the transporting network is ongested and that the sender already transmitted that

paket three times after 2 timeouts [58, 60, 62℄.

The method used in loss based tends to fae long delay to send ACK messages. As

a result, the loss based method might not detet the ongestion problem early enough.

To overome this problem, delay based uses a proative method, it was introdued in

Vegas. In delay based, the network parameter, i.e., the RTT is used to measure the

average end-to-end delay required for the sender to transport the data pakets to reah

the destination and reeive an ACK message of that paket. RTT an be used to know

the network ongestion status. wnd is alulated as a funtion of RTT to re�et to the

network ongestion status.

Some TCP variants use an estimation mehanism to approximate the bandwidth usage
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Table 2.4: A omparison of parameters that are used in the ongestion detetion of TCP

variants

Parameter

Devie of

Detetion

Detetion Sope Loality

Dupliation ACK sender L, LD, global

LBE, LDBE

Round trip time sender D, LD global

(RTT) LBE, LDBE

Retransmission sender L, D, LD, global

timeout (RTO) LBE, LDBE

Bandwidth sender and LBE, LDBE global

intermediate

Paket loss rate sender L, D, LD, global

LBE, LDBE

Internal queue intermediate L, D, LD loal

length LBE, LDBE

Inter paket reeiver and D, LBE, global

arrival time intermediate LD, LDBE

Retransmission sender L, D, LBE, global

time of paket LD, LDBE

Average delay reeiver D, LD, LDBE global

Jitter reeiver D, LD, LDBE global

of the end-to-end transmission. This mehanism is sometimes alled bandwidth estimation

tehnique, and sometimes applied in onjuntion with the loss based detetion, that will

be alled loss based estimation (LBE). The bandwidth is estimated upon reeption of

the ACK message by alulating RTT. The amount of aknowledged data by the ACK

message is divided by the time elapsed sine the last ACK message was reeived. The

TCP variants that use this detetion mehanism are the Westwood, TCPW BR, and

TCPW CRB.

Another detetion mehanism, hybrid based that is de�ned as the ombination of both

loss based and delay based (LD) was introdued right after the bandwidth estimation.

Three dupliation of ACK messages or the RTT parameter annot solely determine net-

work ongestion status. Therefore, hybrid based was developed to overome the weakness

of either loss based or the delay based mehanisms. In the hybrid based, the TCP variants

use delay based mehanism to identify the network status. When the network is suspeted,

ongestion is further on�rmed by using loss based mehanism. Veno is a typial variant

example using hybrid based mehanism. However, the TCP Fusion ombines the hybrid

based mehanism with bandwidth (LDBE) estimation to detet ongestion [85℄.

So far, the detetion sope of the TCP variants is disussed. Seleting an appropriate

parameter is essential to detet network ongestion. The list of the parameters that are

used in the ongestion detetion of TCP variants is shown in Table 2.4.

The dupliation of ACK uses three dupliate ACK messages, whih are generated by

the reeiver. The RTT is the time required for a short paket to travel from a sender to

a reeiver and bak again to the sender. The RTT parameter is also used to determine
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other parameters, suh as queue delay and ahievable transmission rate. The retransmis-

sion timeout (RTO) is the time required for the same paket to be retransmitted. The

bandwidth is the transmission rate of data through a ommuniation link. The paket

loss rate is the rate of the data pakets travelling aross a network that fail to reah their

destination. The internal queue length is the bu�er size alloated to eah terminal in the

network. The inter paket arrival time is how muh time elapses from when the last bit of

the �rst paket arrives until the last bit of the seond paket arrives. The retransmission

time of a paket is the time required for a retransmitting paket to travel from a sender

to a reeiver and bak again to the sender. The average delay is the sum of the delays

enountered by a paket between the time of insertion into the network and the time

of delivery to the destination. The jitter is the variation in lateny as measured in the

variability over time of the paket lateny aross a network.

The aforementioned detetion parameters used in eah detetion mehanism are se-

leted based on several fators, inluding network struture, tra� pattern, transmission

rate, network appliation, QoS requirements, and ongestion probability [96℄. In this pa-

per, the ongestion detetion parameters are further lassi�ed into devie of detetion,

detetion sope, and loation. The devie of detetion spei�es whih terminal is involved

with the ongestion parameter. The terminal an be a sender, a reeiver, or an inter-

mediate. From the Table 2.4, most of the ongestion parameters are at the sender side.

Only three ongestion parameters are at the reeiver or intermediate. It is also found that

most of the parameters are used for delay based and estimation mehanism. As it an be

observed from Table 2.4, only parameter internal queue length is loal. Loal means that

a parameter is measured within a devie and used to detet the ongestion status. This

allows faster response in the ongested node. This requires per-�ow state information

in the loal node, whih limits salability. Whereas global parameter is shared among

network devies and used to detet ongestion. This will result in slow response to on-

gestion. The parameter information re�eting ongestion may have to travel towards all

the way to the reeiver and even worse sometimes bak to the sender.

In summary, several detetion parameters are used, but this auray might some-

times not fable. Detetion parameters suh as dupliation ACK, RTT, bandwidth and

paket loss rate are mainly based on the feedbak of aknowledgement pakets. The a-

knowledgement pakets an be lost or delayed due to non-ongestion fators during the

transmission. As a result, ongestion might be falsely deteted and lead to unneessary

ongestion handling.

2.3.2.1.2.5 TCP Variants Congestion Avoidane

In this setion, mehanisms used during the ongestion avoidane (CA) stage of the TCP

variants are disussed. In the CA mehanism, the ongestion window (wnd) size is the

main parameter to be ontrolled and monitored. Generally, wnd is started with exponen-

tial inrease mehanism during slow start stage. When the network ongestion is deteted

using one of the detetion mehanisms, the TCP will enter into the CA stage. In the CA

stage, the wnd size is redued or inrease aording to the additive or multipliative way.

Exept the Tahoe, all the TCP variants at the CA stage immediately redue the wnd

size and then inrease the wnd size based on the poliy of the additive inrease (AI)

or the multipliative inrease (MI). Tahoe diretly sets wnd to zero when the detetion

mehanism reeives three dupliated ACK.
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Table 2.5: The dependeny of previous wnd size when the CA algorithm of TCP variants

is used

Dependeny of Funtion, f(cwnd)
Old wnd Size w/ Condition w/o Condition

Diret Dependent Vegas, Nie, Vegas A, Veno,

New Vegas, STCP, Afria,

TCP-Real, FAST TCP,

CTCP, Hybla, Illinois, Libra,

Fusion, Westwood (Mode 1),

TCPW BR (Mode 1), TCPW

CRB (Mode 1), ICTCP

Tahoe, Reno, NewReno,

SACK, LP, Casablana,

HS-TCP, TD-FR, DSACK,

DOOR, MCP, TCP-FIT

Indiret Dependent Westwood (Mode 2), TCPW

BR (Mode 2), TCPW CRB

(Mode 2), FWestwood

None

The mathematial representations of the AI and MI used in the CA stage to inrement

wnd are o�ered in Table 2.6. The inrement of the wnd size gives an impat to the

network throughput while the CA mehanism tries to avoid the network ongestion.

Table 2.5 lassi�es TCP variants aording to the e�et of their previous wnd size

when the CA mehanism is used. Dependeny in Table 2.5 refers to the funtion of the

wnd that depends on the old wnd size or not in order to deide the new wnd. The

ondition refers to the funtion of the wnd that bounds with any onstraints or not.

From the Table 2.5, it an be observed that most of the funtion of the wnd depends on

the old wnd size. For example, the Tahoe starts to update the new wnd size without

ondition based on cwndnew = cwndold +
1

cwndold
when the paket loss is deteted. But,

the Vegas will need to ensure the ondition α > cwndold× RTT−RTTmin

RTT
is ful�lled in order

to enter the CA stage with cwndnew = cwndold + 1. Meanwhile, only the Westwood, the

TCPW BR, and the TCPW CRB are using other parameters to determine the new wnd

size with ondition in their CA algorithms.

Table 2.6 shows the methods of additive inrease, multipliative inrease, and equation-

based of the funtion, f(wnd). Some TCP variants onsist of two modes in their CA

algorithms, e.g., Westwood, TCPW BR, TCPW CRB, TCP-Real, Afria, CTCP. These

two modes that are operating in the CA algorithms depend on some onstraints and

onditions. The �rst omponent and seond omponent of the funtion, f (wnd) is de�ned

as α and β to represent the inrement poliies of additive and multipliative, respetively.

The α in the additive inrease is totally depending on the old wnd size. And the β in the

additive inrease is depending on the zero, onstant, saling, quotient, and other. If the

β is zero, the new wnd size is equal to the old wnd size. If the β is onstant, the new

wnd size an be a funtion that varies with a �xed value, suh as Libra, Vegas, Vegas

A, New Vegas, and Nie. If the β is saling, e.g., γ × cwndold, the new wnd size an be

a funtion that varies with a fator. For instane, γ = 0.125 in STCP [72℄ and γ = 0.01

in Afria (Mode 1) [81℄. If the β is equal to a quotient, e.g., ω/cwndold, the new wnd

size an be a funtion that varies with ω, in whih an be 1. If the β is other, the new

wnd size an be a funtion that varies with an estimation value. On the other hand, the

α in the multipliative inrease an be divided into two types, i.e., bandwidth estimation

(BE) and rate estimation (RE). But, these two types of the multipliative inrease share
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Table 2.6: The methods of additive inrease, multipliative inrease, and equation-based

of the funtion, f(wnd)

Method

f(cwnd)
TCP Variant

α β

Additive

Inrease (AI)

cwndnew = α+β

wnd Zero Westwood (Mode 1), TCPW BR (Mode 1),

TCPW CRB (Mode 1), TCP-Real* (Mode 1),

Fusion (Mode 1), FWestwood* (Mode 1)

wnd Constant Vegas, Vegas A, New Vegas, Nie, FAST TCP,

Fusion (Mode 2), ICTCP*, TCP-FIT (Mode 1)

wnd Saling STCP, Afria (Mode 2), CTCP (Mode 1),

TCP-FIT (Mode 2)

wnd Quotient Tahoe, Reno, NewReno, SACK, HS-TCP,

TD-FR*, DSACK*, Veno, DOOR***, Hybla,

Libra, Afria (Mode 1), TCP-Real* (Mode 2),

CTCP (Mode 2), Fusion (Mode 3), MCP**

wnd Other Illinois

Multipliative

Inrease (MI)

BE RTTmin Westwood (Mode 1), TCPW BR (Mode 2),

FWestwood (Mode 2)

cwndnew = α×β RE RTTmin TCPW CRB (Mode 2)

Equation-

based

wnd BIC, CUBIC, TRFC***

w/o footnote mark = SCP, * = RCP, ** = MCP, *** = HCP

the ommon β of RTTmin. An alternative method that is found in the Table 2.6 is an

equation-based method. In the equation-based method, the new wnd size is determined

by a new form equation, whih depends on the maximum or minimum limit of wnd size

and the omputed end-to-end throughput.

In summary, the funtion, f (wnd) of the CA algorithms depends on the network

struture, traffi pattern, type of appliation, and QoS requirement. In other words, the

multipliative inrease poliy of new wnd size an be reovered the network throughput

faster than the additive inrease poliy. However, the multipliative inrease poliy easily

auses the network to be ongested again.

Overall, ongestion management in TCP/IP networks is simple to implement, par-

tiularly end-to-end system that requires minimum partiipation from the edge or ore

devies. This also allows the TCP ongestion management to work over heterogeneous

networks. TCP ongestion ontrol an be self-paing, as paket drops is deteted, the

transmission rate an be adjusted aordingly. This means the pakets are onstantly

transmitted at the optimal bandwidth of the urrent onnetion.

However, the ongestion management in TCP/IP annot provide guaranteed band-

width that is required for QoS. This is why many TCP variants need to enfore the

fairness among the onnetion. Besides, the ongestion ontrol in TCP is type of tra�

synhronization e�ets. This is beause the TCP variants use dropped pakets as their

main measurement of ongestion status. A burst of dropped pakets might be aused

by small bu�er drop-tail router, but this an lead to yles of underutilization, window

inrease, and then tail drop again. The TCP tra� bursts might be also due to reverse

path routes of aknowledgement; those aknowledgement paket bursts oupy valuable

resoures and ould ause timeouts and retransmission of others data pakets.
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2.3.2.2 Tra� Management in Other None-TCP Transport Layer Protools

There are few tra� management tehniques in TCP/IP network that an help in the

releasing of the ongested network indiretly. For example, Resoure ReSerVation Pro-

tool (RSVP), Di�erentiated Servies (Di�Serv), queuing tehniques, and Multi-Protool

Label Swithing-Tra� Engineering (MPLS-TE).

The RSVP is a state establishment for real time servies in the Internet. It does

not provide network servie; it just ommuniates any end devie requirement to the

network. Through RSVP, appliations inform their needs to the network and their tra�

harateristis to the reeivers. RSVP is the signalling protool whih establishes and

manages the reservation state information at eah router of the path. RSVP engages

on the top Internet protool layer, and responsible to QoS of pakets forwarded based on

routing. RSVP enables the reeivers to make di�erent reservations, handles route hanges

adaptively, allows the users to speify their needs to e�iently utilize the network resoure,

and ontrol the overhead by spei� parameters.

The Di�Serv is a protool that is used for speifying and ontrolling the network

tra� through lassifying the types of tra� in the networks and forwarding it aording

to the prede�ned way. The Di�Serv uses more ompliated poliy or rule statements to

manage the way to forward a given network paket. In Di�Serv, the network tra� an

be lassi�ed into alert message, ontrol message, and monitoring data. The monitoring

data inludes video data, query based response data, and periodi reporting.

The queuing tehniques suh as Fist In First Out (FIFO), priority queuing, fair queu-

ing, weighted fair queuing, lass based queuing, and so on. The appropriate queuing

method use in the network an redue the paket waiting time and speed up servie time.

By this, the network throughput will be inreased.

The MPLS-TE is designed to redue the overall ost of operations through e�ient

use of network bandwidth. MPLS-TE allows the onstruted routes for tra� streams

within a servie provider. This an solve the problem of some parts of the network to

be over-utilized and other to be under-utilized. However, MPLS-TE might need extra

devies and omplex network management.

2.4 Summary

The ongestion ontrol mehanism have several similarities and di�erenes to redue tra�

load when ongestion is deteted by using additive and/or multipliative derease to

ontrol the sender transmission rate.

First a omparison is due here, between the networks example mentioned in this hap-

ter representing both network types; ongestion free and ongestion vulnerable networks.

ATM networks an provide a �exible grained and fair level for network transmission. How-

ever, it requires ompliated swithes funtionality ompared to regular Ethernet swithes

but still far simpler than routers. It also needs longer administration ontrol to negotiate

QoS for the guaranteed requirement. TCP ongestion ontrol annot get rid of ongestion

ompletely like the ase of ATM in the ongestion free network, resulting in muh lower

QoS in TCP/IP transmission. Due to the usual expensive faster links of ATM, the ost

to implement and maintain suh ATM networks is quite high espeially when existing

TCP/IP networks should be replaed �rst. This leads to still preferring TCP/IP over

ATM when not muh QoS is required. Congestion free network are usually restrited
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when QoS is vital, by spending more time and ost for design and implementation as

well as longer operation periods for QoS negotiation prior to onnetions establishment.

TCP/IP is the most ommon ongestion vulnerable network if not the only one still ex-

isting. It has been always the de-fato hoie for the enormous Internet. ATM and suh

ongestion free networks are utilized to boost the performane of Internet ore among

other vital Internet resoures.

This hapter have extensively reviewed the ongestion management showing that ur-

rent ontrol of the transmission rate of the sender is the main if not the only way of

resolving ongestion. Current ongestion managements are still not su�ient to totally

eliminate ongestion from ongestion vulnerable networks. That is why ongestion free

networks were designed. Congestion handling mehanisms are still emerging, hoping to

�nd new ways to resolve ongestion faster or better avoidane of its ourrene.
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Chapter 3

Data Compression

In this hapter, bakground knowledge about data ompression is presented, where dif-

ferent data ompression shemes are disussed and lassi�ed. Part-wise data ompression

is further analysed sine it will be utilized in the rest of the thesis.

3.1 Introdution

Data ompression is onverting data into another format that requires less storage (more

e�ient) than the original format with some satisfatory auray. It is onsidered as

one of the information enoding tehniques. Sometimes it is also referred to as bit-rate

redution when applied in networking. In 1848, Morse Code was introdued, whih is

onsidered to be the �rst modern data ompression [97�99℄.

Data ompression theory is an extension of the basi information theory, same as all

any enoding. Data ompression is mainly foused on statistial inferene information

theory. Compression an be either lossless or lossy. Compressed data from lossless om-

pression must be deompressed to exatly its original value. Compression belongs to

algorithmi information theory ategory for lossless ompression and rate-distortion in-

formation theory for lossy ompression. Both areas were established by Claude Shannon,

in the late 1940s and early 1950s as the base for all ommuniation, signalling and data

handling [100, 101℄. Shannon Fano (SF) oding was the �rst ompression sheme built

based on information theory.

When a data unit or sequene of units from the soure is ompressed, the resulting

ompressed representation will be referred to as the representing ode within this thesis.

The representing ode should ahieve the desired target, either faster transmission, less

storage or less energy, performane and degree of ompression of unit by unit individually

ould vary and rarely onsidered by itself. The aggregate overall ompression degree is

more signi�ant for the whole data together with the overall performane speially when

ompressing data from di�erent soures as studied in 3.4.1.

Designers of data ompression shemes have to handle tight trade-o� between the on-

�iting targets. Those targets are the degree of ompression, the omputational resoures

required (time, temporary storage and energy). Lossy ompression faes an additional

target, the amount of distortion introdued, whih is highly dependent on the degree of

ompression. The suitable position in the trade-o� limited spae is usually deided during

design or implementation to target the appliation of the ompression sheme aording

to a spei� situation [99, 102℄.
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When data ompression is applied for omputer networks, ompression is tradition-

ally ativated manually by the user at the sender end devies before transferring. When

the reeiver end devies reeive the ompressed data, the user again ativates deom-

pression manually. Sometimes data ompression funtionality is embedded in omputer

appliations or lower layers of end devies. Either way, ompression has been largely re-

strited to end-to-end use. The ompression performane ould a�et the overall network

performane.

3.2 Classi�ations of Data Compression Shemes

Nine di�erent perspetives are used in this setion for lassifying the di�erent ompression

shemes. Generally, the lassi�ations divide the ompression shemes into two or more

ategories whih have many-to-many relations between all ategories from all the other

lassi�ations. The resulting overall ategories form a hyperube of degree nine.

1. Aording to the heterogeneity: the �rst lassi�ation divides ompression shemes

into mixed (heterogeneous) versus homogeneous data. The lassi�ation depends on

whether the data ompressed originated from di�erent soures or the same soure.

Heterogeneity also refers to the struture of the data itself, whether homogeneous

having the same struture or mixed strutures. Homogeneous data usually exhibit

muh better ompression performane and degree ompared to mixed data. Sine

mixing is usually done randomly and out of order without any synhronization,

mixed data usually results are around those of the worst part of the mix with lowest

orrelation with respet to both its ompression performane and degree. Thus

mixed data are usually handled by part-wise (bloking) ompression to redue the

e�et of lak of orrelation aused by the mixing itself. Almost all known ommerial

ompression tools utilize part-wise ompression to handle general data. Whatever

the way the di�erent data from di�erent soures are mixed, the resulting mix is

totally unpreditable ranging from muh higher to muh lower orrelation that eah

data soure separately. Compressing the data from the di�erent soures separately

gives muh more preditable performane, will be studied in setion 3.4.1. For

example, the two data soures abab originally having repetition 2 × ab and cdcd
having 2× cd, if mixed ould give acbdcadb with no repetition at all.

2. Aording to the purpose of ompression: the two main purposes are either storage

or ommuniation. Storage ompression shemes target smaller �nal storage while

sari�ing omputational osts of ompression; ompression time, ompression om-

putational energy and temporary storage. This lass of ompression shemes are

usually used for arhiving. Both ategories handle either homogeneous or mixed

data. Online arhiving overomes the long delay enountered by utilizing heavy

ahing mehanisms. On the other hand ommuniation ompression shemes tar-

get muh faster ompression time as well as lower ompression omputational energy.

Usually ommuniation ompression shemes sari�e ompression degree to ahieve

the strit requirements. Most network oding utilizes power versus speed trade-o�

to hoose the suitable bit per symbol rate.

3. Aording to the required auray: ompression shemes an be generally lassi�ed

into lossless and lossy. Lossy ompression is used when some information loss an be
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aepted depending on the requirements of usage. Lossy shemes are used for om-

muniation purposes more than for storage purposes. For instane, when ompress-

ing still images, the human eye is more sensitive to subtle variations in luminane

than variation in olour. Thus JPEG image ompression works by �rounding o��

less important information to more oarse quantization levels. Lossless ompression

is used when the data deompressed must math exatly the original data before

ompression. Lossy ompression is also widely used in the lower layer basi network

oding ompression shemes, whih is already highly tolerant to noise i.e., auray

loss. Lossless ompression is used for ritial ontrol data among other usages, suh

as IP header ompression.

4. Aording to the struturing of the data ompressed: strutured data units usually

exhibits repeated (and usually redundant) �elds from one data unit to another.

That redundany an be easily totally eliminated by taking advantage of knowing

the data struture format. Representing data relatively instead of using absolute

referene is the most ommon methodology to eliminate the redundany in the

repeated data strutures. On the other hand, raw data also known as unstrutured

data lak any data struture format and annot be handled using those ompression

shemes. Un-strutured data is merely onsidered as a stream of similar data unit

of unknown internal struture. Most of the lossy ompression shemes and network

enoding are mainly struture data ompression assoiated with other ompression

shemes. For unstrutured data, ompression shemes try to detet repetitions of

the whole data unit regardless any internal data struture. IP header ompression

and data referening in omputer programming are among the well-known areas

of using strutured data ompression. Un-strutured ompression inludes a lot

of shemes started from the original Morse ode passing through the well-known

LZ shemes. Generally, unstrutured ompression shemes try to remove frequent

repetitions of data units by enoding that repetition using some smaller struture.

5. Aording to the repetition distane: the distane between repetitions targeted for

ompression an be used to distinguish ompression shemes. Conseutive om-

pression shemes target repetitions that are onseutive between either single data

units or sequenes of data units. Distributed enoding strutures are used to rep-

resent onseutive repetitions more e�etively. Consequene ompression shemes

are better used when some data is available ahead, but still an be used when not

available with less e�ieny. Non-onseutive ompression shemes are used when

the distane between the repetitions is longer, other ommon ditionary like stru-

tures are used as look up tables. Methods of building those ditionary strutured

are varies a lot from one sheme to another, trees (Hu�man), arrays, tables, lists

and so on. When the data size is quite big, a pre-de�ned size sample of the whole

data is sanned to statistially or probabilistially detet the repetitions. The size

of data, whih that sample is representing, is also di�erent from one sheme to an-

other. Both onsequene and non-onsequene shemes an be applied for either

strutured or unstrutured data. RLE sheme, as the one implemented in BMP im-

ages, is probably the most ommon onseutive ompression sheme. An example

of non-onseutive shemes, olour palettes of most image and video data formats

are onsidered a form of ommon ditionary for a more e�ient representation of

repeated olours.
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6. Aording to the enoding/deoding struture sharing: the ditionary like strutures

generated before or during ompression for enoding is sometimes attahed with the

ompressed ode for either storage or transmission suh as olour palettes of image

and video ompressed data formats as well as most onseutive ompression shemes.

The ditionary like strutures an be either one big struture as the olour palettes

in images or distributed smaller strutures suh as run-length enoding �elds pre-

eding ompressed runs of data in RLE shemes. When the ditionary struture is

attahed, it will a�et the ompression degree sine the ompressed ode size will

inlude the ditionary size. Aordingly, a pratial size limit is usually imposed on

the ditionary size so that ompressed ode size do not to exeed the input ode

size. Other ompression shemes do not need to attah the ditionary strutures and

dispose the generated strutures; LZ shemes are an example of this ategory. The

deoders of those shemes regenerate the ditionary during deompression without

any prior knowledge needed about the ditionary used for ompression. When the

ditionary is regenerated, additional omputational resoures are utilized, time, en-

ergy and temporary storage. Sine the ditionary size does not diretly a�et the

ompression degree, the ditionary size an virtually grow in�nitely to apture more

repetition and ahieve better ompression degree. In some ompression shemes, the

ditionary is either �xed or managed independent of data by expliit periodi syn-

hronization mehanisms, Morse ode, most lossy shemes and network oding are

examples of the former while Compressed Real-time Transport Protool (CRTP) is

an example of the latter. Fixed ditionary annot adapt to di�erent data ontents

and an miss lot of repetition resulting in poor ompression degree. On the other

hand, �xed ditionaries are sorted and optimized for faster aess, thus faster en-

oding/deoding. Periodi ditionary synhronization auses a lot of aesses to the

repliated ditionary strutures, whih adds a lot of additional load to the storage

or tra� to the network.

7. Aording to the number of passes sanning the input for ompression: optimal om-

pression shemes require a pre-parse of the input ode (at least part of it, sample)

to build the ditionary struture that will be used for ompression. Additionally,

some shemes alulate or predit the �nal ompression degree statistially or prob-

abilistially to deide ompression feasibility. Some shemes use more than one pass

to perform suh pre-proessing to prepare the required strutures before starting

the �nal real ompression pass. LZ Sorter Szymanski (LZSS) deides if the feasi-

bility of the expeted ompression in a separate pre-pass, likewise arithmeti like

shemes builds the ditionary strutures in a separate pre-pass. Most literature refer

to the former multi-pass ompression shemes as statistial ompression, sine only

small sample size ratio are used during the pre-passes. Other ompression shemes

perform only one pass during whih the ditionary struture is built simultaneously

with the ompression itself, suh as most of the LZ shemes. Multi-pass ompression

shemes usually required longer ompression time to ahieve better ompression de-

gree ompared with single ompression shemes by adding overhead pass(es). Higher

sampling frequenies as well as larger sample size ratios an up sale the e�et of

this overhead on the ompression time. Multi-pass shemes generally ahieve bet-

ter ompression degree for heterogeneous data ompression to better apture the

non-homogeneous mix of data being ompressed.
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8. Aording to the sampling frequeny (bloking): when the data is too big, parts

of the data are sanned or sampled independent of other data parts to detet rep-

etitions in that part alone. Morse ode like shemes san or sanned a hosen

representative part of the data as a sample to stand for all the data in the world for

eternity. On the other hand, LZ like shemes sans every data part to statistially

obtain its independent repetition representation. When the data size grows above

some limit most shemes start bloking data and handling it part by part (part-wise

ompression), eah blok is sampled separately. Di�erent sampling frequenies are

usually used in any onseutive and non-onseutive ompression shemes whether

data is strutured or not. The bigger the size of eah sample, the lower the frequeny.

The ombination of sampling frequeny and sample size ratio for any ompression

shemes strongly a�ets its ompression degree and performane. The less homoge-

neous the data is, the higher sampling frequeny should be with the same sample

size ratio.

9. Aording to the sample size ratio: the ratio of the size between the sanned sample

and the part of the data it is representing. Some data ompression shemes san

only a perentage of the whole data (part or blok) to �nd repetitions statistially or

probabilistially, the deteted repetitions will be used to represent the whole data.

Morse ode sheme used in�nitely growing data size with one time only sample

frequeny, resulting in almost zero sampling size ratio. Most LZ like shemes used

100% sample size ratio, by sanning the whole data or blok to �nd all the existing

repetitions. Hu�man like shemes hoose lower perentage for sample size ratio.

The less homogeneous the data is, the higher the sample size ratio should be within

the same sampling frequeny. Choosing the suitable ombination of both sampling

frequeny and sample size ratio for any ompression shemes is strongly a�eted

by the information entropy and orrelation within the ompressed data. Periodi

ditionary synhronization shemes are usually ombined with huge data (bloks).

Where �xed ditionary struture shemes are limited for near zero sample size ratios,

usually the small sample is good enough to represent the whole data (blok).

3.3 Examples of Data Compression Shemes

This setion presents six di�erent examples representing a lot of the joint data om-

pression shemes disussed in the previous setion. JPEG ompression shemes are �rst

disussed to represent both ategories of lossy ompression as well as strutured ompres-

sion shemes. Conseutive ompression is represented afterwards by the RLE ompression

sheme in the following sub setion. Hu�man, arithmeti and LZ are explained as general

examples in the sueeding sub setion. The last sub setion introdues an overview of

various ompression shemes designed for ommuniation purpose.

3.3.1 Joint Photographi Experts Group (JPEG) Shemes

As aforementioned, lossy ompression an aept some information loss depending on

the quality of data required. JPEG exploits the limited human eye apability of sensing

subtle variations in olour (hroma) by �rounding o�� suh less important information
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using hroma subsampling while keeping luminous (luma) information intat. In addi-

tion, other ommonly used ompression algorithms are utilized in JPEG shemes. Some

of those are transform odes and preditive odes. The transform ode ompression

is applied on bloks of a JPEG image, transforming it from spatial domain to frequeny

domain using disrete osine transforms, relying on the fat that frequeny domain rep-

resentation requires far less auray than spatial domain representation of most images.

Afterwards, preditive odes redues the required size for representing from previous

and/or subsequent next data or bloks of the image.

JPEG shemes are lossy ompression with a few lossless exeptions, whih is applied

for the generally homogeneous strutured data. The pixels olour data strutures as

well as loality of image areas struture are heavily exploited by strutured ompression

shemes. Still image ompress standards of JPEG target storage e�ieny, while motion

pitures target both storage and ommuniation suh video onferene streaming appli-

ations. Both JPEG standards also utilize onseutive ompression shemes. Distane

ompression shemes (palette ditionaries) are optionally used and attahed to the om-

pressed ode when sharing. Although one pass ompression an be implemented for most

JPEG shemes, it an be quite a ompliated projet. Most JPEG shemes divides big

image data into small 8 × 8 (64 pixels) to whih the main ompression is applied with

100% sample size ratio per blok.

3.3.2 Run-Length Enoding (RLE) Sheme

RLE is a simple and popular data ompression sheme, based on replaing long repeated

data unit(s) by a shorter representation [103℄. For example, onsider the soure data

AAAABBBC, the enoded data an be more e�etively represented as 4A3B1C. The

original 8-byte message, redued to 6-bytes (20% saving). Sequenes of data units an be

similarly ompressed from banana to 1(b)2(an)1(a). RLE shemes ompresses the runs

of the data and do not modify non-repeated data usually using some �agging symbol

mehanisms, i.e., the single repetition is left as is without any of the additional storage

shown in the explanation for larity only.

If the number of repetition is large enough, the size of the output data will be signif-

iantly redued [104℄. In ontrast, the size of output data an signi�antly be inreased

in worst ase. Therefore, RLE is usually used as a pre-ompression pass for other more

sophistiated ompression shemes suh as Hu�man and arithmeti. RLE is usually easy

to implement and does not require muh ompression resoures. RLE is only e�ient

with �les that ontain lots of repeated onseutive data, suh as lots of onseutive spaes

in text �les or the images �les that ontain large areas of a single olour as in omputer

generated images. Mirosoft BitMaP (BMP) is probably the most ommon example of

depending mainly on RLE ompression shemes.

RLE shemes are lossless ompression, whih is applied for the generally homogeneous

onseutive unstrutured data (the internal struture is not utilized). The loality of

image areas strutures are the only exploited feature to ahieve the ompression. A

lot of network enoding makes use of RLE similar shemes to handle phase ambiguity

problems. RLE sheme are also used for e�ient storage as in BMP and the now almost

history, arhive tapes. RLE shemes are quite easily implemented as a single pass oder

using distributed attahed ditionary like struture. RLE shemes require look-ahead

mehanisms that are usually far smaller than to be onsidered as an extra pass without
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any real sampling (100% sample size ratio).

3.3.3 Hu�man Sheme

The probability of ourrene of a spei� value in a data unit is estimated in a pre-

pass, the di�erent values of representing odes have di�erent sizes. Smaller values of

representing odes are assigned to values of data units of higher ourrene probability,

and vie versa. After the probabilities have been omputed, a binary tree is built with

the data unit values are ating as leaves based on their probability and the paths are

ating as the representing ode assigned for that spei� data unit value. For example,

the soure data kkkkhoho results into the tree in Fig. 3.1. The labels on the edges is

the assigned representing ode for eah data unit value, while the probability of that data

unit is shown in the leaf node together with that data unit value. The path from the root

of the tree until that leaf is the full assigned representing ode for that data unit value.

0.5

(k)

0.25

(h)

0.25

(o)

10

10

Figure 3.1: Hu�man tree example

In this example one data unit is eight bits, making the total soure data is 64 bits. By

using Hu�man oding, the data unit value k is represented only by one bit, while both

h and o are represented by two bits. The �nal ompressed size beomes 12 bits. Still,

ompressed representations must be attahed with the formed ditionary like struture,

either in tree form or table. The size of that struture varies a lot and depends on its

implementation, the �nal ompression degree depends on the summation of the size both

ompressed ode representation as well as the aompanying ditionary struture.

Two types of Hu�man shemes are widely used; stati Hu�man and adaptive Hu�-

man. Stati Hu�man is the original simple form that has just been mentioned. Adaptive

Hu�man, the probabilities and trees keeps hanging as the input data is sanned, a �ag

symbol is used to inform the deoder of positions tree updates. This will require more

ompliated tree bookkeeping but avoid the need of attahing the tree (ditionary) with

the ompressed representation and damaging the ompression degree when the tree is

quite big [103, 105, 106℄.

Hu�man shemes are lossless ompression, whih is applied for the generally homo-

geneous onseutive unstrutured data. Due to the long pre-pass required or enormous

tree bookkeeping, Hu�man shemes are restrited to storage usage only. Adaptive Hu�-

man shemes with tree regeneration an be done in a single pass unlike the regular stati

Hu�man with he attahed ditionary. Hu�man shemes must san the whole soure data

in the pre-pass (100% sample size ratio), some pratial onsiderations an divide large

input into smaller bloks aording to the available resoures and limitations.
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3.3.4 Arithmeti Sheme

Arithmeti ompression sheme uses only one very long high auray fration to repre-

sent many soure data units [103, 105, 106℄. The ourrene probability and umulative

probability are used to alulate that representing ode fration. Arithmeti oding pro-

vides a good ompression degree, but it is more ompliated and needs higher ompression

resoures. The attahed ditionary struture with the single high auray fration should

still be muh small representation than the original input.

Arithmeti ompression is mainly lossless ompression unless fration auray loss an

be aepted. Arithmeti ompression is applied for the generally homogeneous onseutive

unstrutured data. Due to the long pre-pass required, arithmeti shemes are restrited

to storage usage only. The attahed ditionary represents a signi�ant perentage of the

ompressed ode size. The whole soure data must be sanned �rst in the pre-pass (100%

sample size ratio), again for some pratial onsiderations it an divide large input into

smaller bloks aording to the available resoures and limitations.

3.3.5 Lempel Ziv (LZ) Shemes

This sheme is the inspiration of the ompression sheme proposed in Chapter 6, and will

be more thoroughly disussed. LZ is mainly designed for lossless ompression but an

be easily modi�ed to for lossy appliations. LZ is applied for the generally homogeneous

onseutive unstrutured data. LZ is used in regular storage purposes; it is virtually the

standard of pratial lossless data ompression. LZ is also suitable for ommuniation

appliation owing to the fats that its shemes (fast-LZ and ultra-fast-LZ) are probably

the fastest existing ompression shemes and also its ditionary regeneration apability.

With no pre-pass needed in most of LZ shemes the input soure data is parsed only one

time and the ditionary keeps inluding all the inputs sanned resulting 100% sample size

ratio with one per input data blok sampling.

The �rst LZ algorithm was proposed by Abraham Lempel and Jaob Ziv in 1977 and

1978 [105℄. It was �rst designed for text data with intensive string mathing. LZ adds

eah newly enountered data unit (harater) to the enormous lookup ditionary while

parsing the soure data. It eliminates long repeated haraters representing it entirely by

muh shorter pointers from the ditionary. If a math is identi�ed, the referene to the

position in the ditionary is used as the representing ode, otherwise, the input data string

is output as it is and appended to the ditionary. This proess is repeated until the soure

data string is entirely enoded. Although the basi algorithm assumes in�nitely growing

ditionary, a lot of pratial onsiderations limit its size. Many approahes have been

utilized in the di�erent LZ shemes to manage the drawbaks of limiting the ditionary size

or allowing more e�ient ditionary strutures. Di�erent LZ shemes were also proposed

to improve di�erent goals, ompression degree, ompression time, temporary storage or

other omputation resoures. Fig. 3.2 shows the evolution of LZ algorithm.

The LZ shemes an be generally divided into two types, sliding window and parsing.

In sliding window based LZ shemes, the size of both ditionary entries and data unit

sequenes are limited, while parsing shemes limit the number of entries in the ditionary.

The LZ77 sheme is the basi sliding window LZ sheme, later a lot of shemes were

proposed to extend it. Lempel-Ziv-Rodel (LZR) is an extension of LZ77 to trying to

ahieve a linear time ompression, using speial pointer mehanism whih onsumes in-

feasible memory. Lempel-Ziv-Storer-Szymanski (LZSS) sheme is another extension of
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Figure 3.2: The evolution of LZ algorithm

LZ77 with ompression feasibility pre-pass and uses �xed size pointer (ditionary indies).

Lempel-Ziv-Hu�man (LZH) and LZB are both extensions of LZSS whih represent the

ditionary pointer in with more e�ient oding. LZH uses Hu�man sheme to ompress

the ditionary pointers (indies) to inrease the ompression ratio, while LZB [107℄ uses

di�erent pointer sizes and assigning shorter pointer to more frequently ourring data

unit sequenes. Both LZH and LZB required an addition pass after the regular LZSS pass

to optimize the obtained pointers representation in the ompressed ode than the origi-

nal LZSS �xed size pointers. Both LZH and LZB ahieve higher ompression ratio than

LZSS, but take more time due to the extra enoding pass for pointers. The omparisons

between both LZH and LZB haven't settled whih one outperforms the others.

Parsing based LZ shemes searh for the longest math of data unit sequenes without

limitation like sliding window shemes. LZ78, the �rst parsing based LZ sheme, tries to

math the entire previous sequene of data unit in the ditionary. Instead, the parsing

shemes restrit the ditionary aording to the number of entries allowed at any moments.

Lempel-Ziv-Welh (LZW) is the most ommonly used LZ78 extension; it makes the out-

put entirely out of pointers by inluding every harater in the ditionary before starting.

Lempel-Ziv-Compress (LZC) extends LZW by inluding monitoring funtion of the om-

pression degree; the ditionary is disarded and rebuilt one reahing a ertain threshold.

Lempel-Ziv-Tiher (LZT) improves LZC by replaing the least reent ditionary entries

when the ditionary is full. Lempel-Ziv-Miller-Wegman (LZMW) operates on word basis

instead of data unit basis (harater) whih makes it limited to only text input. Whereas

Lempel-Ziv-All-Pre�xes (LZAP) enhanes LZMW by also adding additional words and

pseudo-words to ditionary when two words are mathed from ditionary right end-to-

end. Similarly, LZWL [108℄ is a syllable based ompression sheme. Lempel-Ziv-Jakobson

(LZJ) removes entries ourring one when the ditionary is full.
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3.3.5.1 LZW Example

LZW is a mature ompression sheme with many implementations making it the most

ommonly used parsing LZ sheme for both of binary and text appliations [105, 106℄.

If 8-bits data unit size is used, the ditionary indies would be reserved by all the

ombinations of the basi 256 haraters. Therefore, a larger ditionary should be al-

loated from the beginning to aommodate the sequenes of data units that would be

added later, thus at least 9-bit indies should be used. This ditionary will be appended

whenever a new (word) sequene of data units is enountered during ompression. For

example, onsider a text doument that has the repeated word �hello�. It will be ap-

pended to the ditionary the �rst time it appears in the data stream, and will be used

in the output ompressed data stream as it is. The �hello� entry is 5 bytes (40 bits) plus

some additional ditionary bookkeeping overhead. The next times the word appears in

the data stream it will be represented by the index (representing ode) of its entry in the

ditionary in the example that would be 9 bits. The ompression degree of those two o-

urrenes is 80/(40+9), i.e., 39% saving for this word only. The overhead added to other

symbols that were not ompressed should be outweighed by the ahieved ompression for

this ompressed word and others. In ase of no repeated sequenes at all, the algorithm

will add 12.5% to the original size instead of ompression.

LZW ompression doesn't use muh omputations or even sorting for ompression,

only simple searh. In other words, LZW provides long sequenes to be stored in the

ditionary quikly. Also the deoder an restore the ditionary quikly from the enoded

data upon reeiving. Sine the ditionary needn't be transferred, the ompression degree

will not su�er from the overhead of adding it to the data stream. At the same time the

ditionary theoretially an in�nitely grow to obtain higher ompression ratio without

any synhronization requirements between enoder and deoder or suh overhead. Still,

searhing suh big unsorted ditionary would onsume quite a long time and onsidered

the only or main fator of ompression time. The proessing time is diretly proportional

to the size of the ditionary, sine the unsorted ditionary sequenes must be searhed with

brute fore tehniques. Thus proessing time is inversely proportional to ompression de-

gree, whih requires larger ditionary size as mentioned earlier. Most implementations try

to ahieve some satisfatory trade-o� point. Being of temporary funtion in ompression,

the ditionary ould be restrited to some size by sari�ing the ahievable ompression

degree.

Many of the stored sequenes might not be used muh for later ompressing, sometimes

never used. The ditionary might get to be bigger than the soure data size. Due to

pratial memory limitations and also size e�et on speed limitation, implementations

plae some restritions on the ditionary size. When the ditionary gets bigger than

spei�ed thresholds, it will be deleted [103℄. Then another new blok of ompression is

started with a fresh ditionary. Di�erent signalling has been used to ensure that the

deoder resets the ompression and ditionary at the same stream position. This ould

redue ompression time by sari�ing ompression degree.

At some point the instantaneous ditionary size when added to the remaining input

size an be extremely huge. For suh ases, a new ompression sheme for lightweight

temporary memory is targeted. To ahieve this goal, in hapter 6, LDC is proposed as a

new ompression algorithm with �nite size ditionary. The memory redution is further

maximized in the deoder side for slow and small memory terminals.
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3.3.6 Compression Shemes for Communiation in Transport Layer

Soure data (pakets) to be ompressed is onsidered mixed strutured data onsisting of;

header (signalling information) and user information whih also alled as data or payload,

exept for MSR (hapter 5) where pakets are onsidered as homogeneous unstrutured

data. The ompression data targeted an be ategorized into three; header (homoge-

neous), data (homogeneous) and both (mixed). Header ompression must be lossless, due

to the importane of its ontents for ontrol and signalling. For example, the Internet

protool (IP) header onsists of information for routing the data to its destination. If

some information is lost or hanged, the pakets will fail to reah its destination. In

data ompression, the information is ompressed aording on the user requirements. For

instane, in the ase of lossy ompression, the images quality is redued by permanently

eliminating ertain information. To ompress both information �elds, lossless shemes

are ommonly used. Some examples of header ompression tehnique used in networks

are desribed below. MPLS and ATM are among the state of art network protools with

ompression sheme onepts as its ore design philosophy.

Van Jaobson's Header Compression (VJHC) is the �rst internet ompression sheme

that ompresses the TCP/IP header in low-speed serial links [109℄. It redues the normal

40 byte TCP/IP paket headers to 3-4 bytes for the average ase by sending the di�erenes

in the header �elds instead. By this way, VJHC an get nearly 50% of ompression of the

header.

The IP Header Compression (IPHC) extends VJHC. It is ommonly used for pakets

over Transport Control Protool/ Internet Protool (TCP/IP) and User Datagram Pro-

tool/Internet Protool (UDP/IP) in low speed links, for TCP streams, IPHC is idential

to VJHC [110℄. Sine UDP streams are onnetionless, IPHC introdues the onept of

ontext with some unique CID for eah data stream. This ontext is used to save the data

stream header �elds that are stati or have little hange among the ontinuous pakets

shared between both the enoder and deoder.

Compression Real-time Transport Protool (CRTP) was developed to ompress stream-

ing multimedia data pakets of the Real Time Protool (RTP). However, CRTP also an

ompress UDP and IP headers, the 40 bytes of RTP/UDP/IP paket headers an be om-

pressed to only 4 bytes [111℄. For multimedia data quality is redued by lossy ompression

of the data �eld of the pakets. CRTP wastes a lot of bandwidth when for synhronizing

between the enoder and deoder. CRTP an perform well on the small round trip time

(RTT) link. In long RTT, the enoder and deoder annot ahieve a good synhronization,

whih lead to a series of paket loss.

RObust Header Compression (ROHC) is a standardized method to ompress the UDP,

UDP-Lite, RTP and TCP header of Internet pakets. ROHC uses the IPHC onept of

ontext and manages the ontext identi�er (CIDs) reasonably and e�etively [112℄.

Adaptive Compression-based Tehnique (ACT) for ongestion ontrol uses both lossy

ADPCM (adaptive pule ode modulation) and lossless RLC (run-length oding) ompres-

sion. Disrete wavelet transform is also utilized to ategorize data priorities and assign

eah a di�erent frequeny to ahieve fairness in wireless sensor networks.

Real time adaptive paket ompression for high lateny networks with limited band-

width uses the generi zlib library (LZ based) to improve the drop rate of heavy load

satellite networks during heavy ongestions [125℄.
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3.3.7 Classi�ation of the Examples

The following table shows the result of applying the ategorization presented earlier on

the examples listed in this setion.

Table 3.1: Classi�ation of the ompression shemes presented

Homogeneity Purpose Accuracy
Structuring 

of data 

Repe!!on 

distance

structure 

sharing

No. of 

passes 

Sampling 

frequency 

Sample 

size ra!o

JPEG
Homogeneous + 

Mixed

Storage & 

Comm.

Lossy or

Lossless
In 2 stages

8x8 ~ 64x64 

blocks

Op!onal

(Pale"es)
3 Blocking

100% of 

block

RLE Homogeneous
Storage & 

Comm.

Lossless and 

lossy
None

Prac!cal 

limit

Op!onal

(Pale"es)
1

Max. Run-

length

100% of 

block

Huffman Homogeneous
Storage & 

Comm.
Lossless None

Whole 

Stream
Coding Tree 2

Whole 

Stream

Small 

Percent 

Arithme!c Homogeneous
Storage & 

Comm.
Lossless None

Whole 

Stream
Yes 2 

Whole 

Stream

Small 

Percent 

LZ Homogeneous
Storage & 

Comm.

Lossless

(lossy)
None

Prac!cal 

Limit
Mostly No

Mostly 1

(2 or 3)

Prac!cal 

Limit

100% of 

block

VJHC Mixed Comm. Lossless U!lized
Prac!cal 

Limit
No 1 N/A N/A

IPHC Mixed Comm. Lossless U!lized
Prac!cal 

Limit
No 1 N/A N/A

CRTP Mixed Comm.
Lossless + 

lossy
U!lized

Prac!cal 

Limit
No 1 N/A N/A

ROHC Mixed Comm. Lossless U!lized
Prac!cal 

Limit
No 1 N/A N/A

L. S. Tan et al. Homogeneous Comm. Lossless None
Prac!cal 

Limit
No 1

Prac!cal 

Limit

100% of 

block

ACT Mixed Comm.
Lossless + 

lossy
U!lized Block No 2 Block

100% of 

block

Scheme

3.4 Compression Degree (Ratio)

The performane of the data ompression shemes depends on the nature of the soure

data units to be ompressed as well as its struture. In order to ompare di�erent data

ompression shemes fairly, the ompression degree whih is also known as a ompression

ratio (CR) is ommonly used. In this researh, the ompression ratio is de�ned as the ratio

of the size of the original input soure data units (So) to the total output. The �rst form of

equation 3.1 represents ompression shemes where a entralized ditionary like strutures

are not attahed to the output, while the seond form is used for ompression shemes

that use suh attahed ditionary. The total output in latter ase, is the summation of

the ditionary strutures size and the size of the ompressed representing oded data (Sc).

More detailed example of alulating the CR will be shown in Chapter 6, together with

the newly proposed ompression sheme LDC.

CR =
So

Sc

(3.1)
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CR =
So

Sc +Ds

(3.2)

The amount of ompression is stated as CR : 1, whih ould be expressed as when a

ompression sheme takes in the original soure data units size (So) and ompress it, the

output ompressed representing ode size is (Sc). Aording to this CR de�nition, a higher

CR indiates smaller ompressed representing ode size. This reiproal of CR is also used

in some literature with the same name `ompression ratio'. In this researh the reiproal

will be referred to as ompression perentage to avoid the onfusion CP = 1/CR, it
will be used to represent utilization savings whih is disussed in the last setion of this

hapter.

3.4.1 Overall Compression Ratio for Part-wise Compression

When ompressing homogeneous data, the CR and CP mentioned are su�ient to eval-

uate the ompression degree and utilization savings. As for mixed data, the soures are

usually split into di�erent parts before ompression, to obtain higher orrelation within

eah separate part su�ient for ompression. If the input soure was originally formed

by mixing di�erent soures it is simply split bak, otherwise some bloking mehanism is

used with or without enough knowledge about the nature of the mixed data. Bloking

is also used for large homogeneous data soures that annot be handled as one part due

pratial limitations.

When bloking is used, di�erent parts of the soure are ompressed separately what

will be referred to as part-wise ompression in this thesis. Part-wise ompression yields

di�erent ompression degrees for eah part of the soure. To alulate the overall om-

pression degree of the whole soure, overall ompression ratio and perentage onept are

introdued in this subsetion.

Overall ompression perentage CPov, shown in equation (3.3), is the weighted sum of

all the ompression perentages saled probabilistially by the fration Pc of data parts

being ompressed, respetively. Sine di�erent parts of data get ompressed with di�erent

ompression perentages (ompression ratio), the overall ompression perentage obtained

here represent another virtual homogeneous input data size that was totally ompressed

using that uniform ompression perentage. The output size after ompression of this

virtual data is still the same as the summation of the sizes of all the ompressed data

parts, while the size of the virtual input data is di�erent from the summation of the sizes

of the data input parts.

CPov =
∑

i

Pci × CPi :
∑

i

Pci = 1 (3.3)

CPov = Pc× CP + (1− Pc) (3.4)

CPov =
Pc

CR
+ (1− Pc)

In this researh, data is onsidered to be divided simply into only two parts. First the

homogeneous ompressible part whose Pc1 will be referred to as only Pc for short. The
ompression perentage of the �rst part will also be referred to as only CP for short. The

other part, totally inompressible whose fration would be 1 − Pc, will be having zero
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ompression, whih also means unity ompression ratio. This speial ase is represented

in both forms of equation (3.4). The two forms of overall ompression ratio, shown in

equation (3.6), are simply the reiproal of the overall ompression perentage derived as

shown from equation (3.5).

CRov =
1

CPov

(3.5)

CRov =
1

Pc
CR

+ (1− Pc)

CRov =
CR

Pc+ CR− Pc× CR
(3.6)

CRov =
1

Pc× CP + (1− Pc)
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Figure 3.3: Top servers tra� during the studied sample period

The Pc in this researh is estimated aording to the report of 2014 global Internet

Phenomena, whih is provided by Sandvine Intelligent Broadband Networks [120℄. Fig.

4.13 (a) to (e) showing the tra� perentages during a randomly seleted sample period

for studying the top 10 servers aessed. The top servers inlude HTTP, YouTube, Bit

Torrent, Faebook, MPEG, Seure Soket Layer (SSL). The overall average of the �rst 5

parts of the �gure is shown in part (f).

Aording to the overall average tra� perentages in Fig. 4.13, most of the tra� from

the top servers is inompressible, as multimedia from server like YouTube. That tra�

is tightly ompressed in the original format and almost no hane at all for any further

ompression. In this setion, it assumes that HTTP and some other serversâ�� tra�
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are ompressible. Yielding an upper bound of 26% of ompressible data tra�. In worst

ase, only data tra� of HTTP servers is ompressible, that means Pc is approximated

to 14% as a lower bound. Fig. 3.4 shows the CRov versus CR of the ompressible tra�

with di�erent Pc values. To determine the utilization savings the overall ompression

perentage is shown in Fig. 3.5 under di�erent Pc values.
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For referene purposes, Pc range from 10% to 30% will be used to plot the relations

between CR, CP from one side and overall overall CR, CP (utilization) and resoures

saving, respetively. Figures 3.4 and 3.5 show that the overall CR and overall CP are

both muh more a�eted by the hanges in Pc values, than any hange in CP . In Fig.

3.5 shows the ase when CP is 20% in the far right of the graph. At that time, the

ompressible part of data is redued by 80% resulting only 20% overall resoures savings

when Pc is nearly maximum at 25%. In other words, aggressive ompression when �CR
= 5� is still restrited by �Pc = 25%� resulting CRov = 1.25.

Aordingly from now on, this thesis will only use the range (1 : 1.3) for CR refer-

ring to the overall ompression, whih refers to a orresponding utilization/ompression

perentage range (100% : 75%), respetively. The respetive resoures savings range will

be (0% : 25%). Compression perentages, utilization and resoures saving will not be

mention diretly in the next hapter, when required referene will be made to use the

formulas in this hapter to alulate the orresponding values from CR.

3.5 Summary

The di�erent ompression shemes disussed in this hapter show the general tendeny

of most ompression designers to target homogeneous data or strutured data. Most well

designed lossy shemes an o�er muh better ompression than lossless depending on the

aeptable distortion degree. The nature of data espeially in mixed non-homogeneous

data is more important than the ompression sheme used, even if the ompression sheme

is extremely aggressive. All ompression shemes hoose only one of the on�iting targets

to try to approah as muh as possible, ompression speed (time), ompression degree

(ratio), ompress resoures (temporary memory and energy) or ompression omplexity.

Most storage targeting ompression shemes mostly are about the ompress degree rather

than any other ompression performane. While ommuniation targeting ompression

shemes are usually more onerned with the energy resoure e�ient utilization within

some time restritions.

In this thesis, ommuniation targeting ompression is addressed trying to improve the

e�ieny of resoures utilization. Both hapters 5 and 6 will introdue new ompression

support in networking frameworks to improve the e�ieny of resoures utilization.
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Chapter 4

Empirial Model of Congested Network

with Compression

This hapter onsiders the empirial model of network throughput in a ongested net-

work. First, the simple TCP throughput model per onnetion is studied. Then, the

model of throughput with ompression is derived. The e�et of bu�er size, inoming

rate, ompression ratio, and ompression time on the throughput and round trip time is

analysed.

4.1 TCP Throughput Models

Network throughput is one of the metris that are ommonly used to evaluate the per-

formane of networks. The network throughput measures the maximum number of data

pakets that is transmitted in a unit time. In this hapter, network throughput is studied

to determine the e�et of ompression in edge/ore devies. In order to study ompres-

sion in networking and evaluating its e�et on network performane, one of three ommon

approahes is usually utilized. The �rst one is using a network simulator and observing

the network behaviour, regression statistial models an be used to express the obtained

results. The seond is to use logs from ongested network either real life or experiment

test beds, then following the similar regression models suh as urve �tting. The prob-

lem of those two approahes, enormous time and data is required to get a sample that

is su�iently representable. Any approximation to simplify or speed up would probably

yield in adequate model. Besides, a lot of researhes have utilized those two approahes to

study ompression but only statistially or for speial networking ases without obtaining

muh onlusive results. The last approah is to formulate a new empirial model for

ompression in networks, by deriving an equation from the basi throughput model of

TCP. In this researh, the last approah is used.

4.2 Basi TCP Throughput

A simple empirial model for the throughput of TCP was presented [113℄. This throughput

is based on paket loss rate, p and the average round trip time, RTT .
A round is a period of time that starts with the bak-to-bak transmission of W

pakets, where W is the urrent size of the TCP ontrol window. In the basi TCP model,
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loss indiations are exlusively of type �triple-dupliate� ACK (TD). TD period (TDP )
is de�ned as a period of time from a spei� TD loss indiation and the immediately

preeding one, thus inluding one or more rounds. The similar term round trip time will

be exatly equal to a round duration given the assumptions below.

TCP's window size (W ) inreases eah time an ACK is reeived. Sine the proessing

and transmission times in the edge or ore devies are assumed to be zero, the window

size is only inreased at the end of every round. In other words, all the W pakets of any

spei� round are all transmitted at exatly the same time instant, the beginning of that

round. If ACKs of those pakets are reeived without any loss, all ACKs are also going

to arrive at the exatly the same time instant, the end of round before starting the new

round within the same TD period. If TD is deteted, the urrent TD period ends by this

round and the next round marks the beginning of the next TD period as well.

The equations in this setion use the variables listed below, those variables are per

onnetion. When needed, individual variables will be further explained. In some liter-

ature, a window, round trip time are used interhangeably, in this thesis, I am going to

stik to the de�nitions above.

α
The number of pakets from the beginning of the TD period until

and inluding the �rst lost paket (unit: pakets)

β
The number of sent pakets in the last round in that spei� TD
period (unit: pakets)

x
The number of rounds in a TD period until and inluding the round

where the TD ours. It is either the number of rounds in that

spei� TD period or the same number minus one (unit: pakets)

A The time duration of the TD period (unit: seonds)

b The slope of additive inrease in a TCP ongestion ontrol sheme

p Loss probability of sent pakets

RTT

Round-trip time of one paket start when the paket of TCP on-

netion is ompletely transmitted from the sender until its ACK

from the reeiver is ompletely reeived by the sender again

r
The duration of the round trip time of this spei� round in the

TD period onsidered (unit: seonds)

T

Number of pakets sent per unit time regardless the eventual fate,

either lost or reeived (unit: pakets per seond)

R(p)

Relationship between the throughput of TCP onnetion (R) and
loss probability (p)

W
The maximum window size of that spei� TD period, whih is the

window size of the last or before last round, depending on where

did the TD ourred

Y The number of sent pakets in that spei� TD period

The assumptions used in [113℄ model are:

1. TCP sender is in the mode of saturation with in�nite data.

2. All network devies have in�nite bu�ering resoures.
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3. TCP's window size is inreased in�nitely eah time an ACK is reeived.

4. Duration of a round is equal to the round trip time and is assumed to be independent

of the window size.

5. All the pakets of any spei� round are all transmitted almost at exatly the same

time instant, the beginning of that round.

6. All ACKs are also going to arrive almost at the exat same time instant, the end of

round before starting the new round within the same TD period.

7. Time for sending all the pakets in a window is very small tending to zero whih is

de�nitely muh smaller than the RTT .

8. Pakets in a round are independent from any pakets in other rounds.

9. If a paket is lost, all remaining pakets transmitted until the end of that round are

also lost.

10. The last round of a TD period is the one right after its TD round, i.e., the �rst

paket in a round is not the one lost.

11. Pakets are not lost beause of timeout at all.

Fig. 4.1 shows the basi idea of the TCP model used to derive the throughput ex-

pression. Other symbols in the above table and not mentioned here, are to represent

related variables that are de�ned straight forward. As soon as TD is deteted either for

the �rst paket of the urrent round or other pakets in the previous round, the TD pe-

riod will terminate immediately. All the pakets following the TD paket in same round

are assumed missing as well even they were aknowledged. The round in whih the TD
ourred is referred to as penultimate round or TD round (the x round). As indiated

earlier it an be either the last round in the TD period or the one right before.

A new TD period starts immediately with its own set of rounds. The window size of

the �rst round in the new TD period is set to half the value of the window size of the TD
round in the previous TD period. All the pakets in that round are transmitted almost

at the same instant with inter-paket delay tending to zero aording to assumption 4�7.

After r period of time for this round, the sender starts reeiving ACKs for the pakets

sent in the beginning of the round. When the �rst ACK(s) arrives, the next round of the

TD period immediately starts without waiting for ACKs of the other pakets from its

own round. The sender sends one new paket for eah ACK reeived. Sine inter-paket

is assumed tending to zero, both the ACKs and transmission of the pakets of the new

round all our almost at the same instant. When a new round is initiated, the window

size is inremented (additively aording to linear slope 1/b). In Fig. 4.1, the window is

inreased by 1/2 every round, i.e., it is inremented by one paket every two rounds. The

urrent TD period will ontinue until the ourrene of another TD (assumptions 2 and

3).

When TD is deteted for some paket (the �rst �X� marked paket from below) in

the urrent round, the round is immediately terminated as in the beginning of this TD
period. The TD paket ould possibly be one of the pakets in the previous round or this

round itself. The maximum window size (W ) refers to the window size of the TD round
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Figure 4.1: TD period of a TCP onnetion

(the x round), regardless it is the last round or the one before it. Half that of the W in

the urrent TD period will also be used as the initial window size of the �rst round of the

next TD period. The last round of the TD period is most probably the round right after

the x round (the TD round) and aording to assumption 10 will always be in the before

last round. The number of pakets suessfully aknowledged in the TD round (lear

pakets in the lower part of the TD round) will immediately ause same number of new

pakets (β) to be transmitted in the last round, before the TD is deteted and both the

TD round and period are terminated. The higher �X� marked pakets in the TD round

are all assumed missing even that their ACKs were reeived suessfully (assumption 9).

The probabilisti expetation funtion of the throughput R(p) is the probability-

weighted average of all possible throughput values [114,115℄. Aording to the probability

law of large numbers, for any in�nitely repeated random experiment, the arithmeti mean

onverge to the expeted value, only if the experiment repetition go to in�nity. Thus, the

average throughput of a TCP onnetion would onverge to the expetation of the ran-

dom probability throughput variable representing it. The model targeted by the basi

throughput of a TCP onnetion is operating only in steady state with in�nite input

data per onnetion (assumption 1). Therefore, in�nity is guaranteed and the average

throughput T onverges to the expetation of R(p) as in equation (4.1). From now on in

this hapter, the probability random variables will be used to refer to the expetation of

those variables, unless stated di�erently.

Thus in equation (4.1), the throughput is further expanded as the number of pakets

transmitted divided by the time duration of a TD period.

R(p) = E[T ] =
E[Y ]

E[A]
(4.1)

The derivation starts with the evaluation of the number of pakets sent, Y before A.
Y in a spei� TD period is obtained by observing the last two rounds of that TD period.

The number of pakets transmitted (Y ) is equal to the number of pakets in the TD
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period until the �rst lost paket (α) added to the number of lost pakets. Sine the model

assumes all pakets after a TD are lost even if aknowledged later (assumption 9), then

the number of lost pakets in that TD period is equal to the maximum window size of

that spei� TD period (W ). The �rst lost paket is already ounted in both de�nitions,

thus the summation is adjusted by deduting one.

E[Y ] = E[α] + E[W ]− 1 (4.2)

Aording to assumption 8, the probability random proesses of the number of pakets

in the TD period until the �rst lost paket (α) is obviously a sequene of the well-known

independent and identially distributed (i.i.d) random variables. As shown in the equation

below, the probability of α being equal to some k value, is represented by the probability

that the number of pakets aknowledged until the TD equals k − 1.

P [α = k] = (1− p)k−1p, k = 1, 2, ... (4.3)

and the expetation of α an be alulated by equation below

E[α] =
∞
∑

k−1

(1− p)k−1pk =
1

p
(4.4)

By using equation (4.4) to substitute for α into equation (4.2), Y is expressed in the

equation below

E[Y ] =
(1− p)

p
+ E[W ] (4.5)

Next, the duration of TD period (A), will be investigated before ontinuing the eval-

uation of the Y expression. The TD period onsists of x rounds, eah of them lasting for

r time. Aording to the assumption (4�7), a round will be idential to RTT . Thus r
is the probability random variable representing RTT , whih is independent of the round

or its size, i.e., the number of pakets sent in the round. The �A� equation (4.6) an be

expanded by using joint probability rules into equation (4.7). Aording to the previ-

ously used probability law of large numbers, the average value of RTT will tend to the

expetation of r value as the number of rounds tends to in�nity.

A =

x+1
∑

j=1

rj (4.6)

E[A] = (E[x] + 1)E[r] (4.7)

So far, the expression of relationship between the throughput of TCP onnetion (B)
and loss probability has been expanded by substituting from both equations (4.2) and

(4.7) to reah the form below.

R(p) =

(1−p)
p

+ E[W ]

(E[x] + 1)E[r]
(4.8)

Next, the derivation of the number of rounds (x) in a spei� TD period is based on

the hange in window size. The linear relation between window size per round and x is

expressed by equation (4.9). W is the maximum window size of the urrent TD period,
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and Wold is the maximum window size in the previous TD period before TD, whih was

halved as an initialization in the beginning of the urrent TD period. The slope of line

segment of the linear relation is de�ned as 1/b.

W =
x

b
+

Wold

2
(4.9)

Equation (4.5) of the number pakets in the urrent TD period (Y ) will be used to

�nd an expression for the maximum window size (W ) in the next derivations. Y is the

sum of all window sizes in all the rounds of the urrent TD period, it an be alulated

using either the summation of an arithmeti sequene or the area trapped under the urve

(line). The seond method is shown in equation (4.10), the area is split into three regions.

First the region is the area of retangle below in Fig. 4.1, followed by the triangle above

and �nally the pakets in last round (β) are added separately.

Y = x
Wold

2
+

1

2
x

(

W − Wold

2
− 1

)

+ β

=
x

2

(

W +
Wold

2
− 1

)

+ β

(4.10)

By alulating the stationary distribution of the probability random variable (W ) as

a Markov proess based on equations (4.3, 4.9 and 4.10), the details are omitted for

simpliity. The probability density of the number of rounds in the TD period (x) is

approximated by assuming that both x and W are mutually independent sequenes of

i.i.d random variables. The following equations (4.11 and 4.12) were dedued using the

alulated and mentioned assumption together with equations (4.5, 4.9 and 4.10), the

steps are also omitted here.

E[W ] =
2

b
E[x] (4.11)

1− p

p
+ E[W ] =

E[x]

2

(

E[W ]

2
+ E[W ]− 1

)

+ E[β] (4.12)

Sine the number of pakets sent in the last TD period (β) is uniformly distributed

from 1 to W , thus E[β] = E[W ]/2. Using the expetation of β together with equations

(4.11 and 4.12), the expression below in equation (4.13) for W is dedued.

E[W ] =
2 + b

3b
+

√

8(1− p)

3bp
+

(

2 + b

3b

)2

=

√

8

3bp
+ o(

1√
p
)

(4.13)

For small values of p, the expetation of the maximum window size is approximately

E[W ] ≈
√

8
3bp

. When substituting for the approximated expetation of maximum window

size (W ) in equations (4.7 and 4.11), both the expetation of the number of rounds (x)
and the expetation of the TD period duration (A) are obtained as in equations (4.14
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and 4.15). In equation (4.15) the expetation of the round trip time is replaed by RTT
as explained earlier aording to the probability law of large numbers.

E[x] =
2 + b

6
+

√

2b(1− p)

3p
+

(

2 + b

6

)2

=

√

2b

3p
+ o(

1√
p
)

(4.14)

E[A] = RTT

(

2 + b

6
+

√

2b(1− p)

3p
+ (

2 + b

6
)2 + 1

)

(4.15)

By substituting from both equations (4.14 and 4.15) into the throughput/paket loss

relation equation (4.8), the �nal form of that relation is obtained in the equations below.

R(p) =

1−p

p
+ 2+b

3b
+
√

8(1−p)
3bp

+
(

2+b
3b

)2

RTT

(

2+b
6

+
√

2b(1−p)
3p

+
(

2+b
6

)2
+ 1

)

=
1

RTT

√

3

2bp
+ o

1√
p

(4.16)

For p tending to zero, the throughput/paket loss relation is approximated as in the

�nal equation below. In most literature, the �nal form is ommonly referred to as simple

throughput of a TCP onnetion (T ).

R(p) =
1

RTT

√

3

2bp
(4.17)

4.3 TCP Throughput with Finite Bu�er

The basi TCP throughput was modi�ed to limit the unrealisti assumption of in�nite

bu�ering all over the network, by limiting the bu�ering resoures of one of network devies

to a �nite size B [116℄. The additional assumption introdues by [116℄ handles that RTT
is only onsidering propagation delay in the basi TCP model with in�nite bu�ering.

When introduing the limited bu�ering in only one network devie, the queuing delay of

that devie is added to the RTT . The other network devies with in�nite bu�ering stay

with absolute zero queuing delay.

First the paket loss rate (p) is approximated using the state probability of the M/M/1

queuing theory. The long derivation details were omitted in the referene and are also not

shown here. In the equation below, λ is the average input rate of that TCP onnetion

and µ is the servie (proessing) rate of that network devie. The servie rate an be the

routing rate in ase of routers or the segmentation/enapsulation in ase of end devies.

p ≈

λ+ λB −Bµ

µ
(4.18)

Then the round trip time (RTT ) is also approximated by applying Little's theorem

to the average queue length of the M/M/1 model again. The lengthy derivations were
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similarly omitted from both the referene and here. The equation below shows expliitly

the overall average propagation delay of that TCP onnetion (τ).

RTT =
1

µ− λ
+ τ (4.19)

After simpli�ation of the substitution of both p and RTT in the basi TCP through-

put equation (4.17, the �nal throughput obtained in [116℄ is shown in the equation below.

T =
(µ− λ)

√

3µ
2b(λ+λB−Bµ)

1− λτ + µτ
(4.20)

4.4 TCP Throughput with Finite Compressed Bu�er

The TCP model with �nite bu�ering introdued in the previous setion is extended in

this setion to represent the ompressibility. The basi �nite bu�ering model onsiders

restrited bu�er size in one of the network devies, that devie is further enhaned in this

setion by adding the ability to ompress a spei� part of the data stored in that �nite

bu�er. This setion assumes that the network is heavily ongested, thus ompression is

only performed in suh network onditions. This model also assumes that ompression

time (tc) is only in the ompressing limited bu�er network devie, it is independent of the

other fators of RTT . Thus tc is only an additional onstant o�set to the original RTT
expression obtained in equation (4.19).

B B’

w/o compression with compression

c
o
m

p
re

s
s
io

n
Additional incoming 

packets

Figure 4.2: Bu�er without and with ompression funtion

When the data pakets in a bu�er is ompressed, the total amount of data is dereased,

thus the available bu�er size inreases. In this ase, more data pakets an be reeived

and stored in the bu�er, as shown in Fig. 4.2. When the ompression is performed, the

number of pakets that an be stored in the limited bu�er will inrease aording to the

ompression degree ahieved. Some of the pakets in the bu�er will be in ompressed

while others will stay in the normal unompressed form. The �nal number of pakets in

the bu�er B′
, regardless ompressed or not, an be approximated by the produt of the

overall ompression ratio (CR) and the real physial bu�er size, equation (4.21).

B′
≈ CR× B (4.21)
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RTT from equation (4.19) is rewritten to inlude the ompression time (tc) to the

original expression as in the equation below.

RTT =
1

µ− λ
+ τ + tc (4.22)

By using equation (4.21 and 4.22) to substitute into equation (4.20), the obtained

throughput (T ) expression is shown as in the equation below.

T =
µ− λ

1 + (τ + tc)(µ− λ)

√

3µ

2b [λ+B × CR (λ− µ)]
(4.23)

4.4.1 Curves of the Empirial Model

The onstant and ranges of variables used in this setion are listed below:

Constants

Window slope, b = 2

Average overall propagation delay, τ = 150 ms

Servie rate, µ = 150000 pakets/se

Ranges of variables

Input rate, λ = 149900 ∼ 149990 pakets/se

Bu�er size, B = 500 ∼ 900 pakets

Overall ompression ratio, CR = 1.0 ∼ 1.3

Compression time, tc = 0 ∼ 600 ms

The ranges were dedued during the derivation of the equation to eliminate the fol-

lowing onditions:

• Zero division (λ > µ)

• Negative square root

• Negative probabilities

• Probabilities more than one

• CR less than 1 (the size of original data is enlarged)

Some of the ombinations of those onditions were not seen straight forward from the

equation, the ranges were adjusted during the plotting of the urves below. All of the

values that are used in this analysis represent a very small fration of atual values in real

networks. For example, 1% of the transmission rate of 15 Gbps that is 150 Mbps.

In the next sub setion, Fig. 4.3 through 4.10 show the Throughput and RTT urves

plotted against either B and λ for di�erent CR and tc. The referene ase of unity om-

pression is inluded in the urves and labelled (CR=1) or no ompression time (tc=0).
That inludes the ase of deiding not to ompress (CR=1) after heking, whih on-

sumes some time for the heking (tc>0). The heking time is onsidered as part of the

ompression time. The ase of extremely fast ompression is also onsidered with di�erent

ompression ratios (CR>1) and no ompression time (tc=0).
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4.4.2 CR and tc e�et on Throughput and RTT with Di�erent

Bu�er Size
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Figure 4.3: Throughput and RTT versus B under di�erent CR

Fig. 4.3 through 4.5 show T and RTT urves plotted against B for di�erent CR and tc.
From Fig. 4.3, it is lear that RTT is not a�eted at all by di�erent CR or B. RTT was

found totally onstant almost at 479 ms. On the other hand, throughput learly improves

with small slope with both B and CR. The higher the CR, the better the improvement

aused by the B. In other words, inreasing B slightly improves throughput by 12% when

not ompressing and almost the same in lower CR. Inreasing B will improve throughput

until 23% when CR is maximum. Inreasing CR will also improve throughput between

4% to 14% provided the same B. When ombining the inrease in both B and CR,
throughput improves almost by 28%.

In Fig. 4.4, throughput without ompression inreases as the bu�er size inreases. This

onforms to the traditional queuing theory basi assumption. The inrease in throughput

is almost linear with low slope. Throughput also slightly inreases as the ompression

speed improves (ompression time tc dereases). When ombining the e�et of bu�er size

inrease and ompression time derease, the obtained slope is slightly lower than that of

inreasing the bu�er size alone. One ompression is used, the e�et of longer ompression

time has a very small e�et on improving the throughput.

Fig. 4.3 and 4.4 learly on�rm that throughput depends on B, CR and tc. The e�et
of small hanges in B (80%) learly makes a onsiderable di�erene (23%) in throughput

whih inreases when ombined with CR. While 200% faster ompression (smaller tc)
is required to get only 60% throughput improvement. Throughput improvements aused

only by CR lies in between both fators. It an be seen that the maximum 13% CR
inrease an improve 4% to 14% throughput depending on B. In summary, slower more

aggressive ompression when added on top of the inreasing B, enhanes throughput.
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In Fig. 4.5, RTT is still independent fromB with perfetly horizontal lines for di�erent

tc. Still a di�erent RTT value is visible for eah tc. Sine RTT already inludes tc as a
simple additional term, thus di�erent tc only shifts the horizontal RTT vertially. The

shifts an be learly seen to be of equal steps (same as the added tc). It is lear from the

urves that no other fators are a�eting RTT . In other words, RTT is not a�eted at

all by B or CR. RTT is only a�eted by tc as a linear onstant to o�set the RTT lines.

4.4.3 CR and tc e�et on Throughput and RTT with Di�erent

Inoming Rate

When talking about inreasing input rate, throughput is expeted to start dropping sine

the additional pakets will ontend for the limited bu�er spae. Thus, the paket loss rate

will inrease.

In Fig. 4.6, 4.8 and 4.7, both throughout and RTT are plotted against λ for di�erent

CR and tc. The longer RTT and lower throughout with inreasing λ is on�rmed by

those �gures. This is used to validate the orretness of the earlier derived model in this

hapter. The result obtained from the previous B dependene �gures is further a�rmed

here. With respet to inreasing B, RTT was totally independent of CR, having all RTT
exatly on top of eah other for any CR. While in the λ dependene �gures RTT urves

are not onstant, instead they inrease with λ. (0.06%) additional inoming pakets will

inrease the ontention for the limited bu�er size, then RTT rises (20%). The behaviour

of the urves without ompression or with any kind of ompression is almost exatly

the same. Throughput urves here are similar to the throughput urves with respet to

inreasing B. Almost 50% deline in throughput ours when the λ inreases, ompression

manages to slow down this deline. The gap between the RTT urves of di�erent tc is
almost onstant as in the ase of RTT versus B.
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Figure 4.6: Throughput and RTT versus λ under di�erent CR
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The λ �gures an be summarized as, dereasing the e�etive λ is the only way to

improve or at least maintain throughput in ase of inreasing the real λ, while RTT an

be dereased by �nding extremely new ompression shemes. Those shemes should be

extremely fast approahing the zero time of no ompression while at the same time pro-

viding good ompression ratio (CR). Although the e�et of inreasing bu�er size annot

be taken lightly, together with the other fators it an be used to improve throughput

espeially when large memory is not an option.

4.4.4 CR and tc e�et on Probability loss with Di�erent Bu�er

Size and Inoming Rate

In Fig. 4.9 the e�et of di�erent CR and tc on the paket loss is plotted against B. The
�gure shows the improvement in p of a heavily ongested network. The �gure shows that

inreasing B is the main reason to derease p. Doubling B an almost drop p by 40%. The
relation is almost linear as shown in the �gure. The role of both CR and tc is restrited
to being a linear o�set to shift the linear relation between B and p. The blak group of

lines is the hanges aused by di�erent CR, while the blue group is the hanges due to

the di�erent tc. The tc hanges (blue lines) are almost in the middle as an average for the

overall system with very low variane, i.e. weak e�et. While the variane due to the CR
hanges (blak lines) is learly shown to be with muh wider variane. Aordingly it an

be dedued that the e�et of CR is muh stronger than the e�et of tc on reduing the p.
When ompared to B, highly aggressive ompression with high CR an redue the p by

14% whih is only slightly better the redution aused by simple B inreases.
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The e�et of di�erent CR and tc on the p is plotted against λ. As expeted the inrease
in λ will further deteriorate p in a heavily ongested network. Faster ompression (lower

tc in blue lines) an slightly redue p as shown in Fig. 4.10. While more aggressive

ompression (higher CR in blak lines) an further redue the degradation of p, with
stronger e�et than tc. The di�erene in variane is similar to that explained in Fig. 4.9.

4.4.5 Emphasized Curves

Some of the urves that were presented earlier in this setion are of speial interest to this

researh. Those urves are separated and highlight in this setion. The onstant values

and variable ranges of those urves are listed below:

Window slope, b = 2

Overall Compression Ratio, CR = 1.3

Bu�er size, B = 900 pakets

propagation delay, τ = 150 ms

Compression time, tc = 5 ms, 25 ms, and 50 ms

Servie rate, µ = 150000 pakets/se

Input rate, λ = 149930 ∼ 149990 pakets/se
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(b) tc = 25 ms
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Figure 4.11: Case study of throughput versus RTT with onstant of CR, τ , and B
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Figure 4.12: Case study of throughput versus RTT with di�erent tc
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Figure 4.13: Case study of throughput versus RTT with di�erent τ

Fig. 4.11 shows throughput and RTT urves versus λ for the three di�erent om-

pression times (tc) above. As mentioned earlier, throughput with or without ompression
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will always derease as λ inreases, RTT with or without ompression gets worse as well.

RTT with ompression will always be linearly shifted higher from without ompression

aording to the tc value and always be worse in ase of ompression. With extremely

swift ompression, throughput is only better when inoming rate is already is very low.

This soon hanges when the input rate inreases even slightly; the advantage of om-

pression immediately disappears. In ase of more realisti ompression delay even in the

future, both throughput and RTT are always way worse than without ompression.

Fig. 4.12 shows the satter graph of throughput versus RTT to visualize the orrela-

tion between the two di�erent output for the di�erent ompression times (tc) mentioned

above. Eah urve shows 5 onstant input rates senario λ (149930, 149945, ..., 149990)

pkts/se. In ase of 149,930 pkts/se (the red marked points), ompression time with 5

ms has 9.82% better throughput than without ompression, although RTT is 3.0% more.

While the ompression time with 25 ms, throughput is almost the same with or without

ompression and RTT is even longer for the same λ senario. The throughput urve with

5 ms ontinues to have higher throughput and longer RTT than without ompression

until λ beomes 149,975 pkts/se, where the throughput is almost equal to the through-

put without ompression urve. After that, the throughput of ompression goes below

throughput without ompression. The realisti ase of ompression time with 50 ms is

far worse with respet to both RTT and throughput. In summary, if the ompression

time an ever reah 5 ms or less while still maintaining very high CR, there is a hane

for ompression to improve throughput, but only when both B and λ are quite small and

annot be inreased.

Fig. 4.13a shows the satter graph of throughput versus RTT to visualize the orre-

lation between the two di�erent output for the di�erent propagation delay, τ from 150

ms ∼ 750 ms, with 25 ms of onstant ompression time, tc in RTT . The RTT results of

ompression are always way worse than without ompression, but throughput are getting

better when τ in RTT is inreased. To learly determine the e�et of τ in RTT to the

throughput, throughput e�ieny with unit of throughput per seond is omputed [117℄.

Fig. 4.13b shows when the inrement of RTT reahes 3 times of the starting τ (450

ms), throughput e�ieny of ompression outperforms the throughput e�ieny of no

ompression.

4.4.6 Summary

All the urves show that throughput dereases with any of the following fators sorted

aording to importane; λ inrease, B derease or tc inrease. Throughput improvement

is mostly a�eted by λ then B more than it is a�eted by CR and tc. Assuming that

the input rate (λ) is unontrollable, then CR and tc an be used to improve the e�et of

B on throughput when more memory is not possible. Compression with more aggressive

shemes even if it is slow, an really enhane throughput when added on top of inreasing

B. For RTT , it an only be dereased by �nding extremely fast ompression whih

approahes zero time, while still providing good ompression to improve throughput.
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Chapter 5

E�ient Congestion Management

(ECM) Framework

5.1 Introdution

The purpose of ECM framework is to e�iently implement di�erent existing ongestion

avoidane and ongestion ontrol approahes in one adaptive framework to minimize the

impat of ongested network while better utilizing network resoures. There are numerous

existing ongestion avoidane and ongestion ontrol approahes, many of whih have been

already disussed in the Chapter 2. Most of those approahes were designed with one or

more partiular purpose in mind, whih makes this framework useful as multipurpose

used in all network onditions. The ECM framework o�ers adaptive seletion to manage

the di�erent ongestion solving approahes aording to adaptive learning from history.

ECM is mostly a ongestion management framework, sending ontrol messages to other

ongestion ontrol mehanisms to handle the di�erent network situations.

Figure 5.1 shows the blok diagram of proposed ECM framework in the di�erent steps

of tra� or operation �ow. The framework is an overall network manager oordinator

between the di�erent layers of the network stak, ranging from appliation layer (e.g.,

Moleular Sequene Redution) till the physial layer (e.g., network oding). The addi-

tional ongestion lassi�er introdued in the framework together with the aompanying

ontrol signalling and tra� forwarding links are used to ahieve the oordination of the

framework.

The ongestion detetor in the lassi�er is atually split into two detetion levels.

First, the initial detetor or �rst level, roughly and swiftly heks ongestion ourrene.

Auray is sari�ed in the �rst level in favour of both speed and energy. When disabling

the rest of the unused framework modules until ongestion is suspeted, energy that would

have onsumed by those extra modules ould be saved. Additionally, taking those modules

of the ritial path of the framework operation helps speed up the framework operation

in normal tra� status.
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5.2 ECM Operation

In the beginning, the �rst level ongestion detetor simply monitors queue length and the

time it last hanged ombined with the paket loss ount. The more sophistiated lassi-

�ation is used in the seond level ongestion detetor (the atual ongestion lassi�er) to

ompensate for the inauray of the �rst level detetor. The ongestion lassi�er detets

tra� load properties by monitoring a lot of network status parameters from all over the

di�erent network layers. The obtained tra� load properties are then ompared with the

history kept in a dynami database of the previously enountered network situations, to

help make a more aurate lassi�ation of the urrent network situation. The urrent

network situation desriptor together with its lassi�ation and the orretness of that

lassi�ation will be also added to the database to help improve the lassi�ation the

future ases.

The database also reords the history of the ations have been performed previously

when the same (similar) network situations were lassi�ed. The impat of those ations

will also be reorded to know the e�etiveness of the ation hosen in resolving the or-

responding ongestion.

Fig. 5.1 is split into four parts showing the steps of managing ongestion when en-

ountered by the proposed framework. Part (a) shows the �ow of normal tra� before

ongestion ours. The �rst level ongestion detetor of the framework will keep heking

for possible ongestion symptoms. As long as the preliminary hek done by the �rst level

detetor is negative, the remaining modules of the framework are idle and indiated with

grey olour text or bakground. Control and �ow lines that are not used in this mode

of operation are also omitted in this part of the �gure and shown when �rst used and

explained in the respetive �gure parts.

At the same time data pakets �owing out from MPLS onnetions end and also up

from other lower networking layers are passed by the routing algorithm �rst. The routing

table is heked to selet the destination per paket and save that seleted destination

together with that paket in the network layer pakets bu�er. The destination an simply

be one of the existing physial links of the devie or a virtual link (tunnel) onnetion

as MPLS or ATM (only MPLS is shown in this model here for simpliity). When the

routing table hooses whih to link the paket should be forwarded, regular load balaning

mehanisms are utilized to improve the network utilization and general performane as

well as further minimize the hanes of ongestion ourring.

Eah pakets saved in the network layer pakets bu�er will wait, until its turn omes

to be forwarded to its assigned destination link. Some links, as MPLS, an be muh faster

than the others and an aept more than one paket simultaneously while other links

are busy and their pakets are still waiting. Compressed MPLS virtual links an even be

faster sine it starts by opying memory to memory of whole blok of pakets destined

to same sub-network address. After opying the whole blok of pakets, MSR starts to

�lter out the pakets that will damage the required orrelation and redue the required

ompression rate. Those pakets are immediately forward on to the MPLS without any

ompression. The seleted pakets for ompression are then ompressed to result a new

set of onsiderably smaller size before also being forwarded to the same designated MPLS

onnetion.

Tra� to be deompressed proeeds in the opposite diretion but omitted from the

�gure for simpliity. The ompressed tra� emerging from the end devie of the om-
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pressed MPLS onnetion is diretly forwarded to MSR deompression module by-passing

the previously mentioned routing of regular MPLS onnetions. The deompression mod-

ule will hek for unompressed paket and forward it bak to the routing algorithm.

Paket sequenes that are marked as ompressed will be unompressed �rst before also

passing to the routing algorithm.

Conurrently the MSR additional tra� to handle the ontinuous loal update and

inter-devie synhronization is enapsulated by the help of the loal TCP layer of the

devie and then also forwarded to the routing algorithm. MSR pattern disovery module

is ontinuously sanning the pakets in the network layer bu�er regardless its destination

and updating its loal ditionary when needed. MSR pattern disovery module is also

olleting statistis about the urrent ontent of the bu�er per destination sub-network.

The olleted statistis will be used to estimate the expeted ompression ratio, that esti-

mation is used by the ongestion lassi�er to hoose the suitable ation to take aording

to the deteted network ongestion lassi�ation.

Fig 5.1 part (b) shows the ontrol �ow when ongestion heking done by the �rst

level detetor is suspeting ongestion. Greyed lines are used to indiate ontrol and �ow

lines or modules already explained in the previous part of the �gure and not any di�erent

in this �gure. The same gesture is applied in the next two parts of the �gure.

Sine the detetor rule to lassify ongestion is very primitive and inaurate it annot

be trusted as a �nal ongestion detetor and the seond level detetor is invoked. The

seond level detetor starts by olleting more network parameters from di�erent layers

of the network of the devie. Network oding level, SNR is useful to judge if the extra

delay enountered is ongestion of due to high noise bursts in the physial network. Extra

transport and network layer statistis are also used to provide a more in-depth knowledge

of the urrent network onditions and tra� patterns. The output of one or more tradi-

tional ongestion detetion mehanism is also used to guide the lassi�er together with

ongestion prediting mehanisms.

The olleted network monitors are used to generate some network ondition repre-

sentation vetor. The vetor is passed to the database manager to �nd if the same (or

similar) network ondition ourred before in the reorded history. If not found the newly

enountered ondition is added to the database and its lassi�ation will be added later.

When similar network ondition was enountered, the (immediate, partial or full) history

is retrieved together with its previous lassi�ation and sore (probability) of eah las-

si�ation. The retrieved sore history is used to make the lassi�ation of the existing

network ondition by voting mehanisms. If the network ondition did not have history

in the database, a group of the di�erent network status ategories an be assigned default

or random values as an initialization.

Later when the lassi�ation is on�rmed by future tra�, some voting evaluation

formula is used to assign a sore to the lassi�ation and saved to its reord in the

database. No further ation is needed, if the lassi�ation deides that the urrent network

onditions indiate no sign of ongestion for sure or with some on�dene degree. Other

more advaned ations an be utilized to improve energy saving and other requirements

but not urrently onsidered.

Fig 5.1 part () shows the ontrol �ow when ongestion heking done by the seond

level detetor deides the existene of sure ongestion with some on�dene degree. The

ongestion ategory deteted is also ranked with di�erent levels; ranging from heavy

ongestion to light. Depending on both the ongestion level and the on�dene degree,
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ongestion an either be predited to our soon in the future or deteted in the urrent

time instant.

After ompletely lassifying urrent network status, the ongestion lassi�er ollets

more monitoring statistis from the MPLS management module as well as the MSR

module. The newly olleted statistis are aggregated with the previous statistis used

by the detetors to help hoose the suitable atin for this network status. The database

manager is also used to provide historial reords of what was done to handle similar

situations before, together with the sore of how e�et those ations were in improving

the di�erent network performane.

Fig 5.1 part (d) shows the ontrol �ow when the ation is �nally hosen to handle the

urrent network status. One thing is that the database is again updated to reord the

ation seleted and attahing it to the reord of the urrent network status. At the same

time, the ongestion lassi�er sends ontrol messages either loal to other mehanisms in

the di�erent network layers of the devie or to other network devies. Depending on the

hosen ation(s) and the host network devie, the ontrol signalling links are indiated in

the �gure.

For example, one or more TCP ongestion avoidane mehanism an be initiated if

the network status was lassi�ed as ongestion predited. Similarly ongestion mending

manoeuvres an also be initiated if the status was lassi�ed as some level of ongestion.

Network oding an also be ontrolled either to higher faster level (more energy) or vie

versa, depending on the obtained lassi�ation of the urrent network status. Lowering

the quality of data (auray or QoS) is also onsidered as one of the possible ations for

ongestion management when handling lossy data streams. The degree lowering of QoS

an be hosen depending on the level of ongestion deteted or predited.

The newly added manoeuvres in this framework, is dynamially establishing MPLS

onnetions to assist in the management of network ongestion. Sine MPLS onnetion

requires some substantial time, this ation is restrited as an option to be performed only

when prediting near future ongestion with enough time to establish the onnetion. So

that by the time the predited ongestion ours, the MPLS onnetion would have been

established. The MPLS oupling module is responsible for performing this ation together

with the afterwards bookkeeping of modifying the routing tables for the future tra� to

start �owing into the MPLS hannel either expliitly or load balaned with other links.

The MPLS oupling module is also responsible for establishing ompressed MPLS

onnetions to other ompression apable network devies. Similar to the regular MPLS

onnetion, the routing tables are updated with some indiation of the ompressibility

of this MPLS onnetion when needed. The ation of deoupling an existing MPLS

onnetion is urrently not inluded for simpliity relying on some MPLS onnetion

timeout to tear down long unused MPLS onnetions.

Depending on the severity of urrent network status ategory, more than one ation an

be ombined or speed up the resolving of the enountered ongestion. The next time the

seond level detetor is engaged, the time elapsed sine the last deision is heked. If the

time gap is onsiderable enough, the previous lassi�ation and ation(s) are assumed to

have been orret and e�ient to resolve the respetive network status. That ombination

of lassi�ation and ation(s) is assigned a high sore (probability). This way it will be

favoured for lassi�ation and handling the next time the same situation is enountered.

On the other hand, if the gap between two invoations of the seond level lassi�er is

small enough, the previously ation(s) and may be lassi�ation are assumed in adequate
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and assigned lower sore. The lower sore derease the likelihood of repeating the same

mistake.

More sophistiated history sequene dependene an be introdued in the seond level

lassi�er to provide better lassi�ation based on the knowledge of previous states pre-

eding the urrent state. It an be useful in ases like failing to avoid ongestion after

predition, whih should help lassifying the urrent state as sure ongestion that is too

heavy that the avoidane mehanisms were not enough to stop it from ourring. Thus

next time better apply more severe avoidane mehanisms. Similarly when the predition

was too late, the lassi�er should update a larger set of network status in database as

the set preeding ongestion. This way ongestion an be predited muh earlier, for in-

stane to give enough time to establish an MPLS onnetion. An opposite example when

overating ours, by hoosing an ation that is too strit or over estimating the severity

of ompression. The general network performane will drop without any real reason. By

updating the respetive lassi�ation and/or ation sores, the network utilization should

be improved the next time the same situations are enountered.

5.3 ECM Operation over MPLS
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Setup Path (R1wR3wR5wR6wR8)
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* Quoted from RFC2205
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R6 R4 30

…

R8 tunnel1 50

Tunnel 1

Figure 5.2: Normal operation of MPLS-TE

Routers use the MPLS for underutilized links aused by Internet IP routing/forward-

ing paradigms. Tra� engineering (TE) omponent is employed to steer the destined

tra� from following the optimal path. TE enables better bandwidth management and

utilization between routers. The key to implementing a salable and e�ient TE om-

ponent in ore networks is to gather information on the tra� patterns and traverse the

network to guarantee bandwidth is better utilized. The sope of TE is limited to net-

works with ongestion whih happens none frequently and only in few routers. TE virtual

links between two distant routers to better use the available bandwidth. Thus, TE might

relieve those temporary ongestion.
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Figure 5.3: ECM operation of MPLS-TE

TE is inspired by onstraint based routing (CBR), whih takes into aount the pos-

sibility of multiple paths between a spei� pair of soure and destination routers. The

resoure availability and link status information are omputed using a onstrained shortest

path �rst (CSPF). CSPF uses bandwidth among the ost metris to ompute an ordered

set of IP addresses as the next hops along the path of the TE tunnel or LSP. TE is used

to transfer information through to virtual tunnels pre-on�gured on a router. TE uses

resoure reservation protool (RSVP). As illustrated in Fig. 4.8, TE tunnels are on-

�gured in between ingress (headend) routers, R3 and egress (tailend) router of the ore

network. The TE tunnels are assigned spei� label swithed path (LSP) routed via the

pre-on�gured paths. Only tailend routers perform path seletion based on the ordered

sets omputed by CSPF. Those routers reserves resoures by RSVP to update the LSP

path and labels in the tables of the involved routers [119℄.

The four main messages used in RSVP for TE are PATH, RESERVATION REQUEST

(RESV), ERROR and TEAR. The PATH message is generated by the headend routers.

In other words, the headend router asks for information from the routers in the network

through the RSVP signalling to ask for bandwidth availability for the tunnel. At eah

hop, the PATH message heks the available bandwidth and stores this information into

the message. The list of routers is alulated upon reeiving on the tailend router. Other

routers in the network do not perform CSPF omputation. The RESV message is reated

by the tailend router and it is used to verify the reservation request that was sent with

the orresponding PATH message.

In the network depited in Fig. 4.8, router R8 will generate the RESV message in

response to the PATH message. The ordered set of IP addresses indiates the routers of

the path R1, R3, R5, R6, and R8 are hosen. As a result, tunnel1 is established in the

ore network.

The TE is extended to enable the implementation of ECM with ompression by using

the RSVP signalling. The modi�ations are new RSVP messages, two additional types

of message are proposed. Compression Path (CP) message and Congestion Management
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with ompression (CMC) message are added to the new RSVP protool extension. The

CP message is used to request an unongested path with ompression supporting routers;

it is generated by the headend router. Then the CMC message alloates the bandwidth

to the new ompressed TE tunnel and it is generated by the tailend router. The tunnel

between the headend and the tailend router is referred to as oupling data �ow. Fig.

4.9 shows two paths, i.e., tunnel1 and tunnel2 are established between routers R1 and

R8, tunnel1 is the regular MPLS tunnel while tunnel2 is added using the CP and CMC

messages to transfer ompressed data �ows.

When deoupling data �ow, the tailend router uses the TEAR message to lear the

path reservation instantaneously. The reservations of the links are leared from the routers

so that bandwidth an be reused for other tra�.

In general, one of the TE funtions is to redue the ongestion in the ore network. In

partiular, the TE does guarantee the ongestion an be perfetly solved. This is beause

the future ongestion, whih is depending on the amount of data tra� admitted into

the ore network, an be predited by TE. When the newly ECM with ompression is

applied on the MPLS, the ompression path is intelligently performed to redue the total

bandwidth. As a result, the extra bandwidth is available to transport other tra�. By

this way, the TE tunnel is e�ient to arry more tra� in the ore network. Furthermore,

some optimization algorithm an be used to provide a better load balaning management

to solve e�iently the enountered ongestion in the entire networks.

5.4 Summary

The proposed framework is mostly a sophistiated ongestion lassi�er tightly oupled

with network management of other network layer mehanism. The lassi�er an ate-

gorize the di�erent network status with high auray, based on the monitored statistis

olleted from the di�erent network layers. The management funtionality of the proposed

ongestion lassi�er have orhestras the involved network layers, modules and mehanism

to better manage network ongestions. Aided with a detailed reorded history, the las-

si�ations and ations deided by the ongestion lassi�er are ontinuously orreted to

provide ontinuous improvement of the performane of the framework. Most of the frame-

work funtionality is performed o� the ritial path of the routing funtionality away from

the main tra� �ow. Thus the network performane is almost not a�eted at all by the

framework in ase of normal �ow onditions. The e�et of the framework should be only

obvious in ongestion situations, where the framework tries to oordinate the di�erent

layers that perform some ongestion management for better responsiveness.
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Chapter 6

E�ient Congestion Management with

Compression (ECM/C) for Small

Devies

6.1 Introdution

It has been shown in Chapter 4 that reduing the inoming rate of data tra� into a

ongested network is the main and may be the only way to solve or avoid ongestion. The

problem is reduing the inoming rate risks leaves some network resoures under-utilized

to keep safety margins from ongestion. The motive of using ompression in the model

presented in this hapter is �nding a way to take the advantages of reduing the inoming

rate without really reduing it. By reduing the e�etive inoming data size while keeping

the atual inoming input rate as it is, ongestion an be avoided or relieved.

Compression would still prolong RTT and thus the network performane inluding

throughput will be degraded, but de�nitely muh better than in ase of regular ongestion

management mehanisms. Regular ompression shemes as LZW, are haraterized by

extremely large memory footprint and ompression delay. While the delay is mostly data

dependent as well as tehnology dependent and annot really be improved, the memory

requirements an be ompromised to some extent.

Lightweight DeCompression (LDC) is a ustomized ompression tehnique that re-

quires minimal additional memory for deoding ompared to LZW. Some devies have

smaller bu�ering and bandwidth, LDC is introdued for those low memory devies. LDC

deoder is a lightweight proess that an be implemented in hardware unlike all the other

existing ompression shemes, whih make it more appealing for limited memory devies.

In addition, suh small devies annot perform long ompliated alulations or memory

intensive operations as required by LZW. That was the design goal for LDC. LDC man-

aged only in half duplex ompressed data stream to save inoming bandwidth to those

small devies, as shown in Fig. 6.1. Half duplex ompression here means one way tra�

only is ompressed while the opposite way is not ompressed, unlike the regular meaning

of full and half duplex transmissions. The powerful enoder devie will be responsible for

the ompliated memory intensive ompression proess. The reverse tra� will not be

ompressed, sine the limited small devie does not have enough resoures. The tuning

of the LDC algorithm is also desribed in the end of this hapter.
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Figure 6.1: LDC network topology

6.2 New Ditionary based Compression Sheme with

Lightweight DeCompression (LDC)

Simply reduing the transmission rate at the transport layer of the end devies would avoid

a lot of pakets retransmission whih would probably su�er from timing out in ongested

networks. Reduing paket rate might make it di�ult to maintain high throughput and

utilization when ongestion is not that severe or was not really there from the beginning.

Data ompression an be one of the viable solutions to help in ongestion handling to

maintain high throughput with reduing the e�etive inoming rate instead of the real

one.

The most widely used data ompression algorithms of the LZ family are simple to

implement, and has long provided promising ompression ratio. Still, LZ needs huge

additional memory during ditionary that an easily reah higher than the square of the

data size itself, whih might not be provided by some devies. In this hapter, LDC

is introdued for low memory devies. LDC deoder is a lightweight proess that an

be implemented in hardware of limited memory devies. LDC deoding needs small

additional memory, while enoding requires omparable memory to LZW and muh longer

ompression delay and lower ompression ratio. Sine data streams are ompressed outside

of the network (above end devies TCP layers) not to ause additional pakets timing

out. When those streams are ompressed as muh as possible, the required bandwidth is

redued. The spared bandwidth is onsumed for the retransmissions to resolve possible

existing ongestion beside the virtually redued input rate. The e�etive throughput in

that ase would be higher than without ompression.

An overview of the ECM/C model operation with its physial loation either on the

sender (ompressor) or the reeiver (deompresser) is shown in Fig. 6.1. Small limited

memory devies are always ating as deoders reeiving ompressed stream of data from

muh powerful ompressing devies. The network topology is also shown with half duplex

ompression tra�. In Fig 6.2, the stages of LDC ompression are also shown.
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Figure 6.2: LDC Stages

List of De�nitions:

De�nition 6.2.1. (Codeword) A odeword (c) is a group of two or more onatenated

data unit. If the odeword has two data units and eah symbol has two haraters, then

the maximum number of the odewords is 2562, whih is equivalent to 65536.

De�nition 6.2.2. (Codeword length) A odeword length (lc) is the number of bits of

a odeword. If the odeword has two symbols and eah symbol has two haraters, then

the odeword length is 2 symbols × 2 haraters × 4 bits = 16 bits.

De�nition 6.2.3. (Code) A ode (C) is a mapping from a symbol or a odeword to a

set of �nite length of binary strings. (**representation ode)

De�nition 6.2.4. (Code length) A ode length (γ) is the length of a ode. If the ode

has γ bits, then it an enode at most 2γ of symbols and odewords.

De�nition 6.2.5. (Fixed length ode) A �xed length ode is a ode suh that γi = γj
for all i,j.

Example: Suppose there is one symbol, {AB} and two odewords, {9F1B, 3E70B2}. In

the �xed length ode of 2 bits, the ode would be C(AB) = 00, C(9F1B) = 01, and

C(3E70B2) = 10.

De�nition 6.2.6. (Ditionary) A ditionary (D) is initialized to ontain the single

odeword orresponding to all th possible input haraters. The ditionary is idential to

the input soure data.
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Table 6.1: List of notations

Symbol Desription

So The size of soure data (unit: byte)

Sc the size of enoded data (unit: byte)

R The sum of repetitions of all output symbols and odeword

Ps The sum of repetitions of all output symbols that were not ompressed

Pc The sum of repetitions of all input odeword that have been ompressed

Q The sum of entries in the ditionary

α The size of one input symbol in bits

lcmax
The odeword length that has the maximum number of bits of a

odeword length

lcmin
The odeword length that has the minimum number of bits of a

odeword length

l̄c The odeword length that has the average number of bits of a odeword

To redue the temporary memory requirements of the ditionary strutures during

enoding proess, the ditionary size is limited. In the LDC ompression, the ditionary

needs to be transmitted to the deoder for deoding proess. The odeword entries of the

ditionary are limited to 256. It goes without saying that suh small ditionary is the

main reason LDC ompression ratio will be muh worse than that of any LZ variant, but

when well utilizing the small ditionary the degradation of ompression performane an

be redued. To ahieve this, the ditionary is �lled with higher repetition odewords �rst

regardless of their position of ourrenes. To alulate the repetition of the odewords

before starting any ompression, an additional pass of sanning the whole input whih

tends to double the ompression time more than any other LZ variant. Eah of the

odewords allowed in the ditionary must ful�l the minimum repetition threshold (Rthre)

below. If those odewords are too short and non-frequently used, the overhead in the

ditionary an end up inreasing the stream size.

Rthre =
α(lcmax + 1)

(αli − λ)
(6.1)

α is the size of one input symbol in bits. lcmax is the maximum number of odeword

length. li is the odeword length that between the maximum and minimum of odeword

length. λ is a ode length.

A �xed ode length is used in the proposed LDC, whih is a feature from an simple

implementation engineering viewpoint [121, 122℄. Therefore, the odeword in the ditio-

nary must at least start from λ=9 bits to have enough spae for the ditionary besides

the original unompressed data spae. If the λ is 9, the ditionary will have 512 entries.

Sine the �rst 256 entries are reserved for the basi symbols, only 256 entries are usable.

LDC algorithm operates in two passes, ditionary building and enoding.

6.2.1 Ditionary Building Pass

The ditionary building, shown in Fig. 6.3, is onduted aording to Algorithm 1, where

odewords are onstruted by all possible ombinations of input stream symbols sequenes.
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The onstruted odeword are up to the maximum allowed odeword length. The repeti-

tions of those odewords are ounted to represent possible repetition in the �nal modi�ed

input stream. Only the odewords with highest repetition are added into the �nal limited

size ditionary. A �xed threshold for minimum repetition is used to keep odewords with

low repetition from entering the ditionary. If those odewords are too short the overhead

in the ditionary an end up inreasing the input stream. The threshold ould be further

set higher to speed up the proess of inserting and replaing odewords in the temporary

database while avoiding the need to sort the big list of all possible input stream symbols.

Fig. 6.4 shows an example of possible odewords forming. All the possible odewords

are formed from lcmin = 2 until lcmax = 4, if needed they are added in the input database

and/or its repetition ount updated. The window keeps shifting until the end of the input

stream. In the example, the generated odewords are 1234, 123, 234, 12, 23, 34, 2345, ...,

and so on. In this example, no repetitions ourred and all ounts are one assuming all

ombinations never appeared previously in the input.

Algorithm 1 Ditionary Building

1: Input window = read (lcmax − 1)
2: while (input window.append(read one byte)!=empty) do

3: for (odeword=next possible longest odeword) do

4: if !(odeword in input list) then

5: insert (input list, odeword)

6: else

7: input list [odeword℄.ount+=lc
8: if (odeword in the ditionary) then

9: ontinue

10: end if

11: if (input list [odeword℄.ount < Rthre ∗ lc) then
12: ontinue

13: end if

14: if (ditionary full and input list [odeword℄.ount==Rthre ∗ lc) then
15: ontinue

16: end if

17: if (ditionary full) then

18: remove (ditionary,lowest ount odeword)

19: insert (ditionary, odeword)

20: end if

21: end if

22: remove �rst byte window

23: end for

24: end while
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Figure 6.3: The �ow of ditionary building proess
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Figure 6.4: An example of possible odeword formation

6.2.2 Enoding Pass

Fig. 6.5 and Algorithm 2 show the enoding algorithm. In this pass, the input symbol

sequenes are enoded by searhing for them in the ditionary. If a math is found in

the ditionary, the index of the mathing odeword position in the ditionary forms the

representing ompressed data. If no math is found, just bit enode the input data unit

into the orresponding enlarged representing ompressed size.

Algorithm 2 Enoding Proess

1: while (inputWindow = readNextInputWindow)!=empty do

2: for (odeword = nextLongestPossibleCodeword (inputWindow)) do

3: if (foundIndex=odewordExistInDitionary ()) then

4: output (bitPaking(foundIndex))

5: removeCodewordFromInputWindow()

6: end if

7: end for

8: output (bitPaking(�rstByte))

9: removeFirstByteFromInputWindow()

10: end while
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Figure 6.5: The �ow of enoding proess

6.2.3 Deoding

The deoding proess onsists of two steps, ditionary loading and deompression. The

ditionary is �rst reeived from the enoder. After heking the validity of the ditionary,

it is loaded to prepare for the deompression step. The end of the ditionary paket(s) is

signalled from the enoder by a �ag/token or separating ditionary pakets from the om-

pressed stream. The ditionary an be shared among di�erent input bloks and updated

expliitly if it is separated from the ompressed stream. This an further help in improv-

ing the ompression performane faster (less bandwidth) and better ompression ratio.

That approah is similar with the MSR ditionary synhronization feature. LDC has a

muh smaller ditionary whih makes it easier to just transmit the whole ditionary when

needed instead of generating a lot of additional tra� and ompliated resoure hungry

ditionary synhronization of MSR. The new ditionary generated by the ompressing de-

vie an be ompared to the previous one, if not muh di�erent and the ompression ratio

improvement by not transmitting the ditionary should be ompared to the ompression

ratio degradation of using a little di�erent ditionary.

Deompression step is shown in Algorithm 3. Compressed data stream bits are un-

paked, the bit �ag is heked. If the data is from the ditionary, output the orresponding

symbols sequene of this odeword. If the �ag indiates it is not from ditionary, just bit

deode the ompressed data.
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Algorithm 3 Deompression

1: while (true) do

2: index = unpakBits (ompressedStream)

3: if (index < DitionarySize) then

4: output (index)

5: else

6: output (ditionary [index-256℄)

7: end if

8: end while

6.3 Parameters Tuning

6.3.1 Code Length

When the ode length, γ = 8 bits, there is no spae in oding bits to represent any

additional representing ode from the ditionary. The data blok an only be ompressed

when the repetition of the odeword is high. In order to have spae for representing the

ditionary indies, γ must start from 9 bits upwards. In this study, the upper bound of

ompression ratio in the proposed ompression algorithm is omputed with the sum of

repetitions of all output symbols that were not ompressed, Ps = 0, the �xed odeword

length with minimum value, lc = 2 is used, and total number of entries in ditionary is

fully utilize, whih is Et = 2γ − 28. When Ps = 0, it means the data paket is perfetly

ompressed, the So is only enoded by the odeword. In this ase, the best ompression

(CR) that an ahieve is given by

CR |Ps=0=
8× lc
γ

+
Pc

Et(lc + 1)
(6.2)

The upper bound of CR is given by CR ≤ CR |Ps=0. The worst ase of CR in the

proposed ompression algorithm an be omputed when the Pc = 0 is assumed. The

worst ompression (CR) omputes by

CR |Pc=0=
8

γ
+

Ps

Et(lc + 1)
(6.3)

The lower bound of CR is given by CR ≥ CR |Pc=0. The upper bound of CR for the

proposed ompression algorithm is showed in Fig. 6.6. The CR dereases, when the

ode length inreases. In order to have better CR with �xed odeword length of 2, 9

bits was found to be the best seletion for the data tested here. From Fig. 6.6, the

best performane for the proposed ompression algorithm an reah 1.778. This means

the ompression algorithm an save up to 44% of the resoures for that spei� input

giving a hane of other streams to make use of the freed bandwidth. In some ases, �xed

odeword length might enlarge the ompressed data size. The worst performane of this

algorithm reahes is 0.889, whih enlarges nearly 12% of the original data size. However,

this problem an be solved by pre-determination to rejet ompressing bad ompression

ratio data and just revert bak to the original data after ompressing.
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Figure 6.6: The upper bound for the proposed ompression algorithm

6.3.2 Codeword Length

The odeword length, lc is used to allow variable length of the odeword string. The

longer of the odeword string, the more data bits ompressed per symbol. However, the

time needed to determine the possible odeword will be higher. Example of CR for �xed

odeword length and variable odeword length are showed in Fig. 6.7(a) and Fig. 6.7(b)

respetively. The odeword length showed in Fig. 6.7(b) are varied between the lcmax and

lcmin.
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Figure 6.7: The example of CR with �xed and variable odeword length respetively

The test samples are from the benhmarks of Canterbury orpus [123℄ and Silesia

orpus [124℄. CR for book is the average of book1 and book2, obj is the average of obj1

and obj2, paper is the average of paper1 and paper2, and prog is the average of prog1,

prog2, and prog3. From Fig. 6.7 (a), lc = 2 gives better ompression performane than

the others. This is beause when the lc inreases, the probability of false mathing with
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the ode also inreases. In the variable odeword length, CR for all the test samples

are over than 1. When lc inreases, the ompression will beome better, beause the

algorithm will try to searh for the longest odeword to enode. However, this will take

longer proessing time. Meanwhile, lc = 2 for �xed odeword length is nearly as the

variable odeword length with lcmax = 6. This example is just to show the e�et of �xed

and variable odeword length of LDC for the test samples used; they annot be used to

represent any general ase.

CR in variable odeword length is better than with �xed odeword length. Di�erene

in CR with variable odeword length is not obvious for small odeword length but still

extremely time onsuming. Fixed odeword length will always have the �xed ode word

(2) as the upper CR limit for any higher odeword length. On the other hand, the variable

odeword length will only have ode word (2) as the lower limit. Any variable odeword

length will provide higher CR than the best orresponding �xed odeword length.

6.3.3 Blok Size
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Figure 6.8: CR of 100 test samples with γ = 9, lc = 2 in various So size

CR of di�erent soure data size is alulated to determine the optimal blok size for

the proposed ompression algorithm. 100 benhmark samples with 50% binary format

suh as mp4, jpeg, and wmv, and 50% text format suh as txt, html, and . are tested.

The result is shown in Fig. 6.8. CR = 1.25 is used as a referene that needs to be ahieved
for minimum CR. In this ase, ompressing eah of blok data an at least save 20% of

the network bandwidth oupied by that data and an help the overall ompression of

the whole network.

From Fig. 6.8, when the soure data is 8KB, 61% of the test samples give CR with

more than 1.25. When the blok size is 32KB and 64KB, 68% of the test samples an
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ompress more than 20% of the original �le size. However, the test samples that were

ompressed more than 1.25 dereases when the blok size is more than 128KB.
In summary, the hosen parameter values of �xed LDC for this researh are

• Code length, γ : 9 bits

• Codeword length, lc : 2

• Blok size : 16 Kbyte

6.4 Performane Analysis

The overall performane of LDC is quite lear from the tables below and pretty self-

explanatory.

Table 6.2: The Used Benhmarks

Test sample Size (Kbytes) Category

alie29 152 English text

book2 611 Non-�tion book

Ie10 427 Tehnial writing

paper1 53 Tehnial paper

news 377 USENET bath �le

obj2 246 Objet ode

progp 49 Soure ode

geo 102 Geophysial data

trans 93 Transript of terminal

Table 6.3: Ditionary Size and Compression Ratio

Test sample Memory (Mbyte) Compression Ratio

LZW LDC LZW LDC

alie29 69 2 2.44 1.76

book2 72 5 2.54 1.60

Ie10 71 3 2.62 1.73

paper1 69 3 2.12 1.59

news 71 6 2.13 1.45

obj2 70 6 1.92 1.42

progp 69 2 2.57 1.69

geo 69 7 1.32 1.55

trans 69 2 2.45 1.56

The simulation onditions used to obtain the above results are listed below:

Evaluation referene: The ode of LZW ompression is developed by V. Antonenko

[126℄.

Test environment: The simulations is performed using the GNU/Linux 3.13, 32-bit

operating system, Intel Core 2 Duo 1.20GHz CPU, 4GB main memory, 160GB 66MHz

hard disk. The ode of LZW and LDC are ompiled with gnu C version 4.8.1.
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Data Set: Nine benhmarks from Canterbury Corpus [123℄ are used. The sizes and

ategories of these test samples are given in Table 6.2.

LZW Parameter: Code length, λ = 8bits (7bits + 1 �ag bit), Maximum Codeword

length=128, ditionary size=128 and α = 7bits.
LDC Parameters: Code length, λ = 9bits, Maximum Codeword length, lcmax = 6,
Minimum Codeword length, lcmin = 2, ditionary size=256 and α = 8bits. Rthre was used

as the minimum for eah odeword length.

Table 6.3 shows the additional memory needed during deoding and CR for both LZW

and LDC. The additional deoder memory needed by LZW is 10 or more times that of

LDC. Generally, LZW ahieves better CR than LDC, exept for geo benhmark, in whih

LDC is 0.25 higher than LZW.

In summary, LZW o�ers better CR than LDC. The important thing here is that during

deoding, LZW requires larger memory ompared to LDC. The lassi�ation of both

ECM/C and LDC aording to ategories of ompression shemes presented in Chapter

2 is shown in the table below with some of the ompression shemes mentioned earlier as

referenes; LZ family, L.S. Tan [125℄ and MSR.

Table 6.4: Classi�ation of the proposed ompression shemes

Homogeneity Purpose Accuracy
Structuring 

of data 

Repe!!on 

distance

structure 

sharing
No. of passes 

Sampling 

frequency 

Sample 

size ra!o

LZ Homogeneous
Storage & 

Comm.

Lossless

(lossy)
None Prac!cal Limit Mostly No

Mostly 1

(2 or 3)

Prac!cal 

Limit

100% of 

block

L. S. Tan Homogeneous Comm. Lossless None Prac!cal Limit No 1
Prac!cal 

Limit

100% of 

block

MSR

Juniper
Homogeneous Comm. Lossless None

Intra-data 

blocks

(Infinite)

Distributed

1 + 

(decoupled off 

cri!cal path)

N/A N/A

LDC Homogeneous
Storage & 

Comm.
Lossless None

Whole data 

block
Yes 2

Whole data 

block

100% of 

block

ECM/C Homogeneous Comm. Lossless None
Whole data 

block
Yes 2

Whole data 

block

100% of 

block

Scheme
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Chapter 7

Conlusion and Future Work

7.1 Conlusion

This researh started by a omprehensive review of network ongestion related mehanisms

and protools inluding ongestion free networks like ongestion ATM and MPLS. Variety

of mehanisms was developed for ongestion vulnerable networks like TCP/IP to provide

avoidane or mending of the experiened ongestion situations. In-depth understanding of

how to address the ongestion problem was presented aording to the insight gained from

the mentioned review. This dissertation have investigated ongestion ontrol management

mehanisms and introdued a new diretion for aiding in solving network ongestion. The

urrent ongestion management mehanisms are always embedded into �ow management

mehanism whih ensure that network resoures are been fully utilized all the time. The

previously proposed mehanisms diretly or indiretly help to eliminate the ongestion

problems. None of those mehanisms has been shown to be perfet in ahieving full

utilization of network resoure with keeping safe out of ongestion situations.

Sine ompression is the new mehanism introdued in this researh to help in on-

gestion management, an in-depth review of traditional and ommon ompression shemes

is presented. Thorough lassi�ation of ompression shemes is studied and applied to

the ommon ompression shemes in use nowadays. The basi ompression metris are

also disussed and extended to obtain some general reasonable ranges of any ompression

sheme, whih were utilized in the analysis ompression of this thesis.

A empirial model was derived for TCP onnetion throughput with ompression

funtionality of the ontents of the bu�ering resoures. The model was used to study

the feasibility ompression in networks. A model has been derived mathematially from

the original TCP onnetion throughput model and a reent variant. The urves of the

model has been analysed to show the theoretial bounds of ompression in networks.

The analysis has shown that ompression may improve throughput of heavily ongested

networks in some ases. When ombined with memory (bu�er) upgrades, ompression

an inrease the improvement aused by bu�er enlargements.

The proposed ECM framework an be applied to minimize the impat of network

ongestion by orhestrating a big number of already existing mehanisms that handle dif-

ferent situations of network ongestion. In order to resolve the ongestion situations muh

better and faster than applying any of those mehanisms individually, ombinations and

sequenes of those mehanisms an be utilized in di�erent situations or loations simul-

taneously. Thus maximizing network resoures utilization by reduing the period of time
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where ongestion mehanisms are inreasing safety gaps from fully utilizing the resoures.

The ECM framework presented in this researh o�ers an overall idea of how to utilize the

exiting ongestion management mehanism to improve ongested networks throughput.

Additionally the framework introdues ompression over MPLS as new mehanism for

helping in ongestion situations, espeially heavily ongested slow networks. MPLS-TE

was one of the tool oordinated by the framework and was seleted to be the arrier of the

ompression new mehanism to handle some ompression related issues. ECM framework

is a general framework that an be orporate with a lot more mehanisms for handling

network ongestion. It an be extended with any newly emerging mehanism whether

originally designed for ongestion management or an aid in the proess. For example,

the ommerial Juinper hardware ompression was plugged in the framework with some

guiding foresight on how to do suh integration for other mehanism and tools. Even when

the ommerial produt o�ered little details due to market privay, still it was shown how

it an be used while o�ering promising ontribution in the proposed ECM framework.

ECM/C model was also presented in this researh to o�er an overall idea of how to

feasible ompression mehanism for limited resoures devies. Small devies as atuator

with slow onnetions, small bu�ering apaity and limited omputational resoures an-

not a�ord to run any of the resoure hungry ompression shemes. ECM/C model was

designed to address the needs of those small devies. A new simple ompression sheme

LDC was designed to be inorporated into the ECM/C model. LDC and the ECM/C

model enable small devies to arry out deompression with minimal resoures. By sa-

ri�ing both ompression ratio and ompression delay in favour, still the �nal transfer

time would bene�t from any possible ompression. Sine LDC requires less memory for

deoding, it is the only hane for those small devies to redue the required bandwidth

ompared with the normal tra�. The analysis of LDC has hinted the possible over-

all performane when applied in network staks. LDC was further tuned to o�er better

ompression performane. Even by sari�ing some ompression performane, LDC an

�nally o�er some ontribution to help in ongested networks of small devies.

7.2 Future Work

Dediated researh further evaluates ECM framework and ECM/C model using omputer

simulations, emulation and �nally real testbed experiments.

Investigate the e�etiveness of ECM framework and ECM/C model from the viewpoint

of appliation, peak tra� appliations (e-voting, e-shopping, et.) an be studied to ause

on-demand ongestions. Evaluation of energy onsumption of the framework and model

presented is ritial for the pratiality of the usage.

More ongestion management mehanisms an be inorporated into the ECM frame-

work and studied to hek whih are more valuable for solving ongestion situations, so

that ine�etive mehanisms be removed to speed up the framework. Although the MSR

ompression mehanism used in the framework, mandates the usage of MPLS, other sim-

ilar protools or tools an be investigated suh as ATM.

The ditionary management in both MSR and ECM/C an be further studied to

improve the additional tra� or reah better ompromise for synhronization tra�. The

size and struture of the ditionaries are also a big researh topi to reah a trade-o� for

better ompression versus additional resoures being of temporary nature.
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Other networking performane metris alulation models or more general one an

also give a better idea on the e�et of the di�erent ongestion management mehanisms

inluding ompression. The development of suh models, although quite ompliated, an

settle one and for all the e�etiveness of the di�erent mehanisms in solving ongestions

and improving the performane of networks.
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